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Sunny Jetsun



Each fragment of Life is Sacred 

These are Your Children ~ 

* 

On the river ~ 

“a compatriot 

Master” 

* 

“Thus, have I heard… 

a still mind like still water 

yields a still reflection ~ 

of what is before it” 

 

‘When you are not fed love off a silver spoon, 

You learn to lick it off knives’ ~ Laura Eden 

* 

Nicola Tesla 

‘If you want to find the secrets of the Universe ~ 

think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration’ 
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Cosmic Naturalistic Harmonic Bhaktic 

Sunny Jetsun 
Books by the Same Author: 

Driving My Scooter Through The Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Light love * Angels from Heaven 

New Generation, Inspiration, Revolution, Revelation 

All the Colours of Cosmic Rainbows' 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

'Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts' 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles à Goa; We're only one kiss away” 

‘Psychic Psychedelic’ 

‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All The Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy The Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart * through Space’ 

*The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6* 

Anthology 3, Cosmic Politic Militaristic Economic Demonic Oligarchic 

Anthology 5, Cosmic Idyllic Paradisic Euphoric 

Anthology 6, * Cosmic * Inside * Is * Love Conscious * Crystal 



Anthology #4, from the Cosmic Artcard Collection + 

Love Republica. Cosmic Shanti. What is a Revolution? 

‘Kama sutra tantra amusing the daughters of Venus 

in a garden of delights’. Cosmic Oceanic. Cosmic Shamanic. 

Cosmic Organic Orgasmic. Cosmic Faeric Mystic Magique Pacifique. 

Cosmic Energetic Atomic Dynamic Poetique. 

Cosmic Empathic Magnetic Ecstatic Sputnik. 

Cosmic Intrinsic Noetic Esoteric Alchemic Psychonautic. 

COSMIC * PSYCHE * DELIC. 

‘Driving My Scooter Through the Asteroid Field’ 

* 

Books by the Same Author: Originally Published as Ciel Rose 

‘Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu ~ “All Beings Be Happy” ~ Shanti Shanti’ 

‘Trilogy of Vibrations ~ The Oneness of Life’ 

‘Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred ~ These Are Your Children’ 

‘Young Women Spin On Their Doorsteps At Dusk’ 

‘Life Is Simple, Sharing ~ Loving Kindness from the Heart’ 

‘The Universe Coming Across the River’ 

Originally Published as Sunny Revareva 

‘Pure Light ~ Cosmic * Sweet Heart ~ We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 

‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 

Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’ 
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Shoji 

Listening to blossoms falling ~ 

and rocks, growing your ‘Wa’ harmonies. 

Messages to your centre ~ “Sayonara Hara” 

Please excuse my asking for Enlightenment. 

Conscience-less Culture, no sense of sin! 

Quiet Sunset lights her obi ~ 

* 

Listening to the blossoms falling 

letting Karma please itself ~ 

be innermost source with nature. 

No blinding Mind ~ no ugliness 

no immeasurable pain from loss, Lover. 

Energy behind the Temples ~ Ineffable, 

not merely annihilation or nothingness. 

Outside the laws of causes and effects ~ 

this permanent Supramundane hara-gei. 

Quiet Sunset lights her obi. 

* 

Psychedelic Myth 

Not a meeting of conceptual minds ~ how can you own the Sky? 

‘When you process it do you lose something of the Combination; 

Is it true?’ The West lives in the future and East lives in the past 

Brazil & Africa in the moment ~ Time doesn’t mean anything? 

‘You can’t Fix it’ ~ Always in a flow, Miss Romantic Herbalist. 

“I want to cross the Ocean of Love with You, I Really do!” 

Try bio-Cosmic massage, detoxing a frayed nervous system, 

regenerate your energy*feedback ~ It’s Your Chi on holiday. 

‘Watching birds of Paradise ~ takes you to another World’ 

River Ghats, going down to the Source of Shiva’s lingams! 

Crystalline swirls ~ sparkling along Omkareshwar’s shore
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Morphing Auras 

Sampling ~ Balance of the five elements. 

*Earth *Air *Fire* Water ~ Celestial Space* 

And Italian Babas dancing on the ethereal plane. 

A Great Catalyst, Cosmic Fractals; It’s all truly Divine ~ 

We don’t even exist as you think ~ it’s not even real, time is not mine. 

When we fly, immersed in the light * when we open into infinite night. 

Vibrations all around, lovely smiles feeling connected to the Universe. 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

energies energies energies energies energies energies energies 

interpenetrating energies energies energetic wave bands ~ 

energies energies energies energies tuning frequencies 

* 

Collapse 

I Looked onto a hillside reaching to the sea of 

Parrot's wing and saw blue swimming pools ~ 

exactly situated on the terrasse, a cocktail and 

reservation on Air France to make a Safari. 

The Coast was complete with this quality 

of Sophistication and desire. It was so 

attractive to imagine such pleasures with you. 

I Looked across the street from la plague and 

saw a gypsy camp; it was raining and not 

the season to play, it made me think of 

the Italian lady struggling on the train 

carrying her house
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Karma 1 

There's no such thing as a holy Renault, 

there's no such thing as a holy house 

that needs a Lock to keep away the Ghost. 

Your dreams can sink in minutes 

with the eternal change ~ 

that is so subtle yet strikes when the time 

is right for it. A surging jet sound in the sky 

that one day could say that you will die in 3 seconds! 

There's no such thing as a holy Renault ~ it will sink 

to the bottom of a river but you may still swim. 

Give me the kiss that Unlocks the door 

not the one that locks me in. 

* 

Govinda’s Singing 

Nothing better than the Monkey brain ~ they have feelings too! 

Let it run itself, Control for greed, another opposite of Free Love. 

You’re looking at someone who’s telling you ~ 

that they don’t want to be with you anymore! 

“Carry your Ashram in your heart ~ 

You only have to Shine” 

* 

Sufi Test <:> for an Existential Goth! 

“As soon as you’re old enough to drink, You can drive!” 

Met Jim Thompson’s friend in the Kali Bar! 

“Nothing is True, Everything is Permitted” 

Hasan al Sabbah ~ found A Savage Night… 

“Amongst a Red Harvest, with a Serial Killing Priest. 

What could be a better plot?” You can’t make it up! 

“My ex-father in law is a mystic yogi, 

works for the Post Office”
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A Perfect Moment 

It could be ~ 

the Rainbows 

in the Sky 

It’s all Divine 

Consciousness 

* 

Perfectly Illusional : Vérité 

“We have to see we are acting; a Nouveau vague Theatre” 

Illuminated process ~ closer to the Galaxy, beyond density. 

We’re lucky sufferers * accepting the Ultimate, if we know it ~ 

frequencies arising, falling, arising, frequencies falling, arising 

Impermanent light to light Inspiration, No self, Ego, ‘Me’ thee, 

here’s just flow, no need of suffering, of Identifying with it now. 

More Consciousness, all holistic healing, no need of placebos. 

¼ hits, opening (separate) doors and windows of Surrealism 

250 exponential microns, mushrooming to the Power of 10’. 

Depends on the Crystals * keeping True Energetic Synergy. 

Tantra fusion, Timelessness, My No Time * Space is precious 

Shiva is beyond Yoga, beyond Meditation, beyond the Moon ~ 

Two energies that are one Celestial river born 

* 

Basic Nature 

Prefer to be an Alpha, 

to mate with an Alpha. 

The Best genes ~ 

the leader of the Pack. 

Strongest or Brightest. 

King Arthur who; Merlin? 

“Is it possible for a hippie from the Cosmos*dome to hook 

up with a beautiful Astrophysicist from Mission Control?” 

“There’s some pretty shallow Astrophysicists out there!”
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Junkie on Freak Street 

“I’ll sleep when I’m dead” 

No Recognition ~ the seed of all seeds. 

‘Cannot put Love in a Cage’ 

No attachment ~ Pure heart and Nothing back. 

“She’s in that Zone, inside a Pure, smile moment” 

“Innocent, natural, smile or the Mind; Spangled Baba?” 

A couple making Love ~ being United or Separated. 

Receiving all the Love ~ Giving of the Universal heart. 

“They’re not Contaminated like us”; open, native people. 

You’ll be amazed, when I saw the Invisible energy field. 

Turning into Angels * In front of my eyes. 

Reincarnation * rebirthing of Love * light 

* 

Don’t buy into any of those lines 

“Don’t think of it as Snow, see it as crystal Sunshine” 

‘Welcome to the failing Catamites of Miserland’ 

The humming’s and hawing’s; “Do Not Pass Go!” 

“There’s No Money in the Cure” -‘Medical Industry’ 

“Conforming Stereotypes of blackest tyranny, history; 

you’re America you got all the money in the World!” 

“Rather put a bullet in their head than give them Ketamine!” 

150gms; 85%, $5 grams of speed, scourge! And six days 

weaving in a tinfoil hat, as the Government’s shooting EMF. 

beams at you. Crystal Meth, Speed, Acid together, mangled! 

‘A nice Psychedelic culture’ my Psyche-activated friend! 

“Living in Transcendence ~ Observing the Holy Grail” 

“All it is, Is only a drug, the rest is a lie. Ask a Shaman. 

Consciously; why give so much Power to Drugs?” 

Experience is a Catalyst for you ~ Intensifies
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Galileo 

Pentagon <:> Vatican Truth! 

Destruction of a body. 

Forbidden fruit ~ 

‘Know Your Enemy’ 

* 

His heart had been broken! 

A Lakota Sioux ~ 

They’d killed his brother 

Dead; had a family of 7, 

three boys and four girls! 

He gave me all that was left. 

* 

Plato 

Do they say  

“It’s Higher Karma ~ 

if you’re Unemployed?” 

Socrates had something 

to say about Kings. 

They put him to death 

didn’t they?* 

* 

 BaBa Bo*oM DaDa 

Met at the Cabaret Qasar 

I love Daliesque ingénues. 

A surreal thread 

thru a landscape 

of Neon Giraffes 

& the Intention ~ 

of exquisite Love. 

Multi * dimensions 

Centre of relaxation
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Surf Hotel 

Un homme et une femme 

Lands ~ of the Mind. 

Beach peaches 

and greedy man’s need. 

“Forgive me daughter” 

dans moi tu es une ange 

* 

Redon Revival 

“What did I put in my works that suggests 

to them so much subtlety? I put in a little 

door that was open on to mystery” 

‘A Soi Meme’ 

* 

Something alive ~ 

Coming Out of the dark 

Do not be afraid 

INSIDE BEAUTY FEELING 

FEELING IT 

Sowing seeds ~ Who is Not a Slave? 

“Interdependent in all its parts” 

She gave ~ 

the Invader 

Lavender 

She gave ~ 

the Invader 

Yellow Violets. 

The body Is willing 

so is the heart 

* 

The Universe 

Coming Across 

The River
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Arunta 

As you pass ~ over the land into 

the dream ~ time of the Ancestors. 

Between Consciousness & Matter 

Psycho-historical maps of Culture 

Yang loving Yin ~ vice versa 

* 

Yasodhara 

Understanding with Compassion 

forgiveness that gets rid of guilt. 

It’s forgiveness from the Heart ~ 

that gets rid of guilt in the Heart. 

* 

GB 

They blew ~ the whole thing 

with TV. over there! 

Saxon’s night out 

Arrows 

* 

You build your dreams 

Reality of Illusions ~ Timeless essence. 

Her Mons Veneris playing in my Milky Way. 

“What's in any wo/man's head, heart?” 

“I'm a human not a precious Jewel” 

Lost in the Mind-Forms-Paradigm. 

Only thinking about the Objectives 

not inner Space of Consciousness. 

WHICH ART THOU HERE * NOW 

The pure and simple natural reality 

'CONCEPTUAL * REALISATION' 

You have been conditioned mate… 

Duality to recognise the Singularity. 

Who I Am for Real
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Healing (It) Sue Marvel 

Vibration I can {feel} channel it ~ 

‘Intention’ is to be already healed. 

Sending direct  energy waves there ~ 

Sending a more Conscious frequency 

Letting go of time ~ then you realise 

It’s fixed, defined, identified in your brain! 

Then you let go ~ wet, as the falling rain, 

dissolving ~ breath the source of all life. 

Energy channeling ~ oxygen transmuter 

Physical elements in your wave band, 

being without this sense ~mind-body 

we’re fucked! 

Surely that’s not how 

it’s truly meant to be ~ 

Is anything meant to be? 

Ask a lovely Lily 

  * 

Healthy Peaks * Full Whiteys! 

London’s bloody hard and heavy! Classy Predators. 

Left for the Brighter light ~ Out for the natural Good. 

Centering as a Shield ~ ‘Go to Goa to recharge your soul’ 

Global beings chilling out in the Sun with hippie Intentions. 

Rainbows of Inter-planes, flows, glows, human membranes. 

Open, realigning, the base charka to Ancient India’s energy. 

Being stuck into Survival ~ tapping into Spiritual Abundance! 

Why be Miserable? Make a BIG HAPPY poster! 

Get a suit in Delhi, good for convincing people! 

High frequencies ~ beautiful light, I love it Bright. 

What’s that mean though in Reality, where is that? 

Alters in the process ~ DNA; formulating New Ideas. 

SYNCHRONOUS * DIMENSIONS * PERPETUALLY
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Hopi Fire Dancer 

Orbiting bodies, Moon Force 

effecting your live-blood stream ~ 

gravity, waters, senses, emotions. 

‘Energetic beings * Love Our Gaia’ 

(Not stuck in Ego) his Immune system is so high! 

Channelling ~ absorbing fully, Cosmic power 

* 

99% say “Yes” 

Tapping into the Collective Un^Conscious? 

Working on the Psyche from a true Heart ~ 

Connecting with that source of pure essence 

activates higher level perception ~ directing 

higher energies to your higher Consciousness. 

Trusting your Intuition, shit Yeah! 

Free will, choice, natural rights of people, species 

to decide, listening to that ~ or Fear Stops that! 

Wanting to be happier every day, clear blue sky. 

A drug for Inspiration ~ however it works. 

We’re Humans and want to be ~ high! 

Evaporating it ~ enjoying Perfection. 

Equality, beings * we’re all unique… 

Whatever works for the greater good. 

Respecting the laws of the Universe 

* 

Drawing 

Intuition before ~ 

the logic Mind-sets 

the flow of your gift. 

Natural life force ~ 

flowing beingness 

beyond any masks
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Phaseic 

Happy dripping 

better to float 

without it ~ 

In Tune 

As It Is ~ 

Hey, it’s non stop! 

* 

Multitasking Waitress 

Creative and superbly Inspiring. 

Window into Conscious flowing ~ 

Entangled in Quantum Molecular 

dimensions 

* 

You 

“Your body is 

Your Temple. 

Depends who 

You let into it” 

Be Aware ~ 

* 

We all Know the Truth 

Only have to remind Ourselves ~ 

Our energetic channel Is ~ forever Changing 

Intention, using that higher frequency 

to support Healing Mother Earth. 

Using that flow of Consciousness. 

More and more Crystalline atoms nurturing us. 

Keep working with structures in a Space lattice. 

Product of the environment, “I really Love you ~ 

A delicate gaze with such inner beauty. 

Mixing within Oceans of Compassion
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What is the Point * Ultimately? 

I never tapped 

Into it… 

an abstract being! 

A different * energy 

to be utilised Uniquely. 

A creative ~ expressive 

Loving Person 

* 

Got Any Obstacles 

Mind communicating 

“You Can’t Paint!” 

Breaking through Fear, ZAP! 

Demons Inside You ~ letting 

Abstract creations of energy 

be expressions of what is real. 

* 

Maori Taonga 

Letting go of my style 

Singing from the Heart 

lights went on all over ~ 

Using those channels 

Against domination 

I think that’s elemental Soul 

driving with the Gypsy Kings 

* 

being 

In It 

Feeling ~ Feeling 

Why not - Why Not? 

Amazing inner Magic 

of the Loving heart
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Spiral Fractal 

Acknowledging, those emotions, feelings presented ~ 

Symbolic spirit * objects manifesting in 3D holograms. 

Watching a famous Rajasthani painter, paint a perfect 

miniature picture of a King or God; Realism’s scenario. 

The detail was so Incredible that you could Not deny ~ 

that this Is the true, Physical likeness of a King or God! 

I like Abstract Expressionism ~ conceptual subconscious 

beyond any material impression of what Kingship, God is. 

I feel this is more in tune, essence, flowing with the infinite. 

Invisible, Inter dimensional, honey moon, sea breezes, free. 

Sharing that energy, light Love there is no absolute definition. 

Time and Time again ~ being open, in tune to the boundless. 

It all comes back to the same thing of physical transcendence 

or we make Icons, Idols of those who want to rule our Minds. 

And our Universal Spirits ~ becoming slaves, a Matrix Identity, 

to serve a superior, despot ruler; be dominated or have liberty 

* 

Smart Karma Soulbot 

Having a Religion or not Is ~ I know what I like; to be free 

You must have something ~ to connect to the Universe. 

You take your Peace with you inside, wherever you go. 

Incantations ~ exorcise your conditioned, Mesmer eyes. 

Awesome on the block, that’s what no rules do for you! 

Hypocrisy, democracy; no he’s just a hick from Alberta. 

Psychology of the VIP room; “hey Bill fuck off!” 

Auto rotation, slowly, slowly, falling faster, faster 

heart’s in your mouth ~ full Cosmic clearance. 

Even the dogs loved it, tails all wagging ~ 

doesn’t chase, walks back, stops running, 

to reboot his trees
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Resistencia * Psicodelica 

Losses, letting go ~ to trusting in that Spirit. 

“Are You American, have you been in Jail?” 

I want to follow the Sun in a Happy Circle. 

To feel at Peace ~ being in my Space 

“I need to move out of this tiny Studio!” 

Put it all together on an Isolated beach. 

Psytrance Universo * Paralello party 

“Amazing not being off my head!” 

Dancing with the celestial flow ~ 

linked to the modern happy vibe 

Tribal * hippie Cosmic Yin*Yang. 

I Choose to be in the positive 

Embrace all (the Godly bits) 

Embrace all her Good bits! 

Leading by example ~ 

Who would Choose 

to be Miserable 

and not to see? 

The Beauty of Life 

* 

Revelations of Nisagadatta Maharaj’s chai wallah 

Always on the trail of Perfect ~ Divine, dhamma law. 

Then, this and that Karma, blossoms over time ~ 

“Physical is Temporal ~ no past or future exists 

Invisible Space Is the Eternal” 

* 

Perfect Natural Magic 

Open Psychic Channel ~ can be Uplifting, transcending it all… 

Cy Twombly’s Connection >:< Quattro Stagione, purest abstractions. 

Feeling fresh, light Primavera’s delicate chiaroscuro ~ Cosmic balance
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100000000000000))))))))))))))% 

Darwin never experienced the Spiritual World 

of the Cosmic Serpent; he recanted his findings. 

At the end, ‘Origin Of Species’ was a limited edition. 

The Mind is so beautiful ~ Narcissistic ego to Itself only. 

Got to tell your Mind to shut up, there’s more to life. But 

Mind won’t tell you that! Don’t use Programming words. 

You have to give up everything ~ all thoughts are bound. 

Is this limited Mind going to speak for us? 

Because now I got to be free and move into 

Awareness of New Dimensional paradigms. 

Awareness speaks for itself 

Not letting Master Mind mass control us, as it wants. 

“Is it better landing on the Moon or Understanding 

the Nature of the finite Mind-set of all things ~ infinitely?” 

To see the light you have to Meditate, sit still under a tree. 

Quietly, calming the Mind to observe you, witnessing itself. 

Not the I think dimension, go into, I am knowing now space 

* 

Laughing and Touching 

Mall Robbers playing a bad Santa… 

Look out for a man carrying a bucket. 

What to do? What a complete asshole! 

It’s against the law to Not help people 

coming down from the Barrio ~ 

Making love or killing, in the City of God? 

These Actors are Real People, this is their real life! 

True Fairy tales in a high max security, real bad Jail. 

And those secured in middle, Upper class ghettoes? 

Rearranging the teacher’s words, being good parents. 

What about the biological warfare of flu and vaccines?
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Super Mad Beauty 

Darling very selfishly 

You taught me how to 

go out of my Mind! 

Full Power Wizardry 

within floral, fractal ~ 

dimensions of nature 

* 

> My dreams Alive < 

“We deserve to have an Abundance 

And to Share it for the Greater good. 

Open to receive now goes round in a cycle. 

If you don’t think you deserve it 

You’ll never bloody get it, program!” 

True conspiracies of a fluoride load of paste, 

he’s walking through the mist with bad boys. 

* 

A Job, Debts, Remortgage, S/he’s pinned down! 

Run for your Life ~ ditch it all and survive. 

“Happy, You have to go Up!” 

Slave you wanted to fly high. 

Fine Tuning a croaking frog. 

Fine Tuning * Acacia’s DMT. 

Out in the middle of nowhere 

* 

Unimaginable 

flying in Anjuna’s sky ~ 

Genie’s out of the bottle 

Hofmann was very good to them. 

“Turn on *Tune in* Drop out * Become aware” 

Out of the Mind-sets ~ peddling, Insanely happy
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Letting Go 

“Depends what drug you’re on, or not!” 

Is there any low feeder who will rip you off? 

Free Free ~ no Scare, no paranoia; honour. 

“Sometimes people only listen to the drugs & 

the drugs say “take more!” Need to be Aware. 

Centering LSD *~* energy from Inside out 

Realise > No Addiction & No Obsessions. 

Cosmic Feeling * Cosmic Healing 

* 

Love 

Falling in 

Takes time ~ 

Of course I have 

Feelings, emotions 

Think of today ~ now 

Wanting to Change it 

Do You Trust me? 

I have no choice but to… 

You’re the most honest person I ever met. 

Taking it as Shanti as a dolphin ~ 

as Peaceful as can be 

* 

Greed Can Not be the Goal 

Making it as easy as possible. 

Drop the outline ~ being free, 

do you want to make… 

Money or want to have FUN; 

are they Mutually-Exclusive? 

Dancing with the devil ~ 

Caught in that moment
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I Smart * Amandier 

Nothing Wrong 

in Learning how 

to play the game, is there? 

Goa: ~‘Happier here than anywhere else’ 

“Thus, have I heard” She means business! 

But she’s got a Heart of Gold. 

Sleeping in power points 

honest support…… 

not an exile but a Hopi. 

“Thus, have I heard” 

‘A still mind, like still water, 

yields a still reflection 

of what is before it.’ 

* 

Turquoise dream 

Sun tanned ~ women 

bringing out their beautiful colours. 

Divine Greek Wisdom 

Desires of a river ~ 

notes in your eyes 

telepathic 

* 

Keep it simple continuom 

'Try to be an Angel to someone'. Who you calling a barbarian? 

Instinctive, Free from Thinking-Ego, like an irrational Neanderthal. 

Thought-Mind Identity into the body only relates to Things or not. 

You paint your own picture through Consciousness; Start, Finish. 

Life is timeless Singularity * reflections of conceptual Relativity... 

The canvas is blank, just flowing throughout the whole. 

‘Through the Finite ~ the Infinite is reflected’ 

“I want someone I can go out and play with”
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Robot Fucker 

Good but not good enough ~ Identities that never met. 

What you take is your business. Defeat, Repeat, Incomplete. 

Man Made ~ MDMA; Organic spores of bliss. 

Highlighting the cloudless Sky over a lagoon. 

Timeless ~ dreaminess in your Spiritual kiss 

* 

First Free Generation ~ Liberated Women 

Dreams finally came true with you; naked in a buttercup meadow ~ 

One romantic look; the World can now be their Oyster, a new view. 

“I fully corrupted these girls, they’re corruptible” the Cossack said! 

Maui to Yellowknife, being in Love, if only I’d met any other woman. 

Cosmic exploration of the Heart, to the end, then comes the ending, 

the end end end end end end end end end end end end, changes ~ 

Showing the Mountain no respect; beautiful energy, with or without her. 

As long as its Full Power * Full Energy * Full Feeling 

No separation, no duality ~ together in endlessness. 

* 

In Absolute Singularity 

Each Moment Is Present ~ without any mental, thinking.  

Ubiquitous * ‘Enlightenment’, only an Overloaded Word. 

Relativity of Perfect*ion is Perfect, each instant here now ~ 

Don’t need to rationalise about it, no need; Wanting Forever. 

No identifying, judging; Realisation, be as it is * nothingness. 

Silence Is still Golden, not listening to a forked tongue! 

* 

Dead Pan ~ American Gods Gone Up in Toxic Smoke 

They say the Internet was Invented by the Porn Industry! 

It’s not Chillums it’s the *LSD* Man in a Cosmic cloak. 

Mirror opposites ~ going into symbiotic, kaleidoscopes. 

The Sistine Chapel in black, no judgments, relent, intent. 

Apocalypse Now, be clear of all habits and addictions! 

“Likes waking up to the smell of Napalm in the morning”
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Rio Negro*Lighthouse 

“Humans are the dreamings of Dolphins ~ 

Turn it down! New Ideas, fantasies, visions. 

“I can’t see me going to Rishi Kesh ~ Babaji” 

I’m just happy sitting here, gazing at the sea. 

Temptation changes with innocent children ~ 

Protect our most naturally, priceless resource. 

Terra-forming, already growing piglets in Korea; 

in this Green house, a carbon dioxide Scarecrow! 

Unhappy because he’s not well connected to Earth. 

Every animal & chemical has a role to play, It’s Vital! 

“Encountering a Blue Whale off the bow of my Kayak.” 

Tenderness of an Elephant, magic of salmon migration. 

Blood of everything in Flora ~ Ownership is Stewardship! 

‘A plant is everyone’s, how can you put a fence around it?’ 

They clear-cut mountains, killing ancient, sacred, Spirit trees! 

Ignorance of greedy Exploitation, is that any excuse today? 

Criminals burning it in the fields while everyone’s sleeping 

* 

Mother Load 

Peaking In tune to Shiva’s Moon. 

“The dancin’ got me into the trance” 

Gave him everything he wanted ~ 

Laughing Cosmically, I understand but  

I don’t know! Investing in a bottle of drops. 

Power of auto-suggestion, 30 secs. rushes! 

Self-introspection, not a parasite in Paradise. 

Still a hippie ~ “I’m dancing for Mother Earth!” 

Can or can't make the connections anymore? 

The Universe provides what you really need  

If you allow it to....
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Freaky Key 

Every moment ~ Is Important 

Got to Keep remembering that 

or not, just living that, happiness. 

From everything, all is an inside (Anatta) Reflection  

No limitations ~ beyond any system of our Mind-sets! 

Sent inter*stella strawberries from another galaxy and 

magical mushroom spores, existing Inner * Outer Space. 

Helping our Minds to survive, crossing the Egoist Matrix. 

So use them to say *Hallo* in Alien*able Communication. 

Going through the boundaries ~ Fuck it, accept it, deal with it. 

Live in the garden, “every time I have less, I feel I have more” 

Very nice things, the Things are Owning them, they really do ~ 

Scheme > desperate, hope, going through Mental ~ Imaginary 

loss that seems Real, very Real, it always feels so Real to me! 

Reality, upside down disillusions; what’s that mean ~ changing 

* 

All Bi Polars 

‘Dreaming the dream of the dream dreaming ~ 

Psychosis from Society, running around for Me. 

Higher frequency ~ 

Incarnated an EntiTy 

White powders * Black holes 

    * 

Beauty Full 

If they survive in Nepal, got a good Immune system! 

Is there any difference between Ambition & Dream? 

Feeling like I’m home * touchy, Astral ~ sensation 

Freedom of Spirit, Freedom of Vibrational Space 

Lucky Karma, lovely Dhamma, essential Prana 

In summer’s wild flower meadows ~
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Blessing 

There’s no following ~ 

listen to, transmute your vibration 

Ascendant Being ~ Truthful to Yourself. 

“I have to let you go, it will break my heart!” 

Caught in Illusions of Pain, on an Insane plane. 

Let it go ~ into natural flow 

Completely Trust in the Trust, trusting 

not the desirous, lustrous golden dust 

sparkling in your shaved, pulsating star. 

* 

Transforming Its Radiance 

Secret Ice cream eater & chocolate Easter eggs ~ 

Have to express it, the vibrations of ‘your’ Chakras. 

Santa Fay ~ you begged me, ‘for us’ to stay, together. 

Bitter not better, why? Lots and lots of Mind-feeling emotions. 

Using your Imagination, through to the end of Time and Space. 

Finding Yourself through a projected Image, in a nursery rhyme. 

The language of waves, unacceptable, people treated as slaves. 

RELATIONSHIP is giving, allowing as much freedom as possible. 

Namaste, In Lak’ech, reflecting Myself in You ~ destiny is True. 

Ignoring It or not being Aware of it, witness changing is forever 

Synchronicity, code in the heart ~ moment to moment 

Love Yourself * energy is open source, Perfect as it is. 

Task, is to surrender to life, to what is, as it is 

We’re flowering ~ bloom, no gloom here now. 

Please move you’re standing in front of the Sun’s rays;  

“How to deal with the energy and make a blessing out of it?” 

Let it flow, no stopping, Crown Chakra’s white light, beaming. 

In luscious, Lily’s pod * all unfolding * sweet monsoons in Goa
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Gokharna 

A holiday from south Anjuna, Goa ~ 

“If I was organised I’d be dangerous!” 

Mother’s day on Om beach 

“I Love being a Woman 

Fun * finding my Power” 

@MySuperGoddess.Uni 

* 

Grass roots tribal 

Let the unconditional Love grow… 

Relating in the moment is a Relationship 

Trusting and it’s always new, this reflection. 

Russian girls are so alive now (they were so repressed). 

Indian children come running to you happy and excited ~  

pure Innocence; still unprogrammed in an economic War zone! 

Thank you for reminding me again ~ that Love always changes 

* 

Fortien Belt 

Vasco de Gamma rays * waltzing with Dukkha and Sukkha. 

Through a Pigeon hole, you see, she’s been suckin’ a robot! 

Patriotism is Private Property, words giving us Chronic pain ~ 

Add in Capitalism, Fundamentalism, Holy Religions, Oligarchy, 

War, Corruption, Dividing and Conquering, Imperialist Invasion! 

When Mind is Ultra-Pure, for some and not for others ~ rolling 

* 

So How Are You 

Get the fuck over it! 

Earth our Jewel in the sky. 

Having to fill in the blanks ~ 

How do I know what's happening? 

Live from the heart 

blazing in their Cosmic kisses and blisses to the end! 

You became a selfish, deceitful, dishonest person to me
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Eden Kits in the * Pink, Orange Tulip 

Just being in this Paradisiacal garden ~ 

Just being in the middle of no-ego’s-game. 

Programmed # IIIIIII Omnipresent ‘MINDSETS’ 

Power bodies, Positive vibes, into the Wilderness ~ 

Imitating the Valkyries, full respect for strong workers. 

Golden smiles in her full length, Bora Bora, naked pareu. 

Her coloured tattoos full psi-trancing, on the dance floor ~ 

Psychedelic energies exciting hot chemicals in her nexus. 

Feeling the music inside, with her wet body not her brains. 

“The Oneness of LSD; embracing ~ Super Aware of Chi” 

Seeing into her throbbing, Venus’ veins peaking 

swimming in her surging molten, lava streams, 

gliding through her eyes’ brilliant light beams ~ 

Reconnected, it was so beautiful 

Trans formed ~Trance sensed. 

To Manifest in multi*dimensions 

Energies to balance In and out ~ 

helping to lift it up, helping to light up 

all the frequencies spinning in Vortices ~ 

Transitional sacred vibes of Rainbow holograms 

getting closer to invisible energy, Galaxy of devotion. 

We cannot Stop the Ocean, extend or enhance nature. 

Embracing full reflections because You have it inside You. 

Find Yourself in Love ~ be nothing else. 

Cosmic expansion * no more dualities. 

You are the Ultimate Happiness 

* 

*PSY*CHI* 

Go in the Trance ~ 

Shine out in the light
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Gamboges’ Profundity 

Solar Holograms creating different projections ~ 

Top Predator Heart (blood),  Healing Shamans’ (DMT.). 

Ayuhuascan gifts > Parallel paradigms of < Universal Atoms. 

Crystals shimmering on Atlantis * women spinning in the spring. 

Took me by the hand, renaissance in tune with her light, pink moon. 

Me, I cross worlds, you too? 

* 

Cool Synergy 

No more Duality ~ 

Only Peace, Happy Love 

Real Power <:> ALL ONE 

Natraj dancing in Parvati’s energies ~ 

on Shiva*Shakti’s, rainbow aura bridge. 

Unity within a divine vision ~ spectrum 

Diversity, transcending beating Hearts, 

Nano black holes, exploding supernovas! 

Inside the eclipsing of a Microcosmic Sun. 

Inspiration, expiration ~ the navel axis. 

Creative energies of the Pranasphere 

Prima Star * Sushima’s Spiral column. 

Force of Life ~ rising, sharing vibrations 

Completely Pure the frequency of death. 

Can’t kill them ~ Immortals, their full freedom. 

Going through transformation can be confusion ~ 

Not the Circus, so let it be ~ every moment, Lovely. 

Prana is the key to supra-astral multi*dimensionality. 

Giving energy out each moment, Kundalini rising up. 

We are frequency ~ every moment a new beginning. 

Life’s Vibrations rising to an apex, out of body sensations. 

A Lotus pose in sapphire pools of sympathetic joy ~ Mudita
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Immortality Force 

“Shiva is ultimate Concentration” 

to dissolution of ~ Self’s Creation. 

Atomic Bomb * Bonbon de l’amour 

Explosions of Love ~ Powers of Life 

* 

Rain is liquid Sunshine 

Letting things flow ~ go through us 

Vibrating of a woman is different to a man. 

Cells concentrated in 3 dimensional density. 

In tune with Moon phases ~ Heart frequency. 

The One I came to Love 

You see astral space in their eyes of Innocence. 

* 

Prima Dolce Vita Principality 

Not allowed to Enjoy yourself, 

but gathering in large Numberos! 

Consciousness, effects wherever you are. 

You are at the right place at the right time ~ 

It’s all Timing, You’re Creating ~ Your Own Reality. 

Your will choosing how to respond, painfully or not? 

Everything is there, the cause, taking your attention. 

* 

Blinking Sputnik #1 

UFO’s, ½ ecstasy, ½ mescaline, energetic fruit salads. 

No Ego, No Mind just a process of Inspirational change. 

The river changes, the body changes, the Mind changes. 

Electricity giving us the BIG illusion of some unity, entity! 

FREE Wheeling beyond any mind-technique, thank you ~ 

so no me, body, time, death, fear or terror, nothing to lose. 

SUPER FAST PROCESSES * faster than your Mind’s eye.
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Alien * Off Planet 

Death-finition, give it to a rat once a month! 

DNA. just went off grid, Target unidentified… 

No Soul, No Humanity, No Empathy, Heartless. 

De programme, Defrag, memory wiped clean, rebooted. 

“You have to stand up for your rights or you don’t have any” 

Iranian lips sucking up and down my bell end! 

A Khmer with knives, she was fuckin’ lethal! 

He was a Hell's Angel then discovered Ecstasy. 

It's just another perception ~ way of interpreting. 

We're all dancing for Mother Earth 

* 

My favourite woman is Venus on the terrazzo 

What’s a definition of Collaboration? Natural energetic molecules. 

Channelling the Creative-Arts, Channelling Thoughts-Mind-sets... 

Channelling Life-force, Channelling No copyrights, free expression. 

“I don’t do dramas anymore” because it’s only particles processing. 

It’s no Mind, no Ego, no anything, omniscient, infinite Space 

Processes always changing, detached, from any subject. 

Cause & effect, action-reaction is karmic (if you use time). 

“I take care of Dhamma ~ Dhamma takes care of me” 

Without those seeds of ignorance, fear, anxiety, selfishness! 

Leads to not getting caught in the ego habit of Identification. 

Extra sensorial * Galaxies within Galaxies, what to do man? 

Bio-Cosmic fields you call my emotions, ambitions, desires 

darling; reflection of your truest conscious in deep stillness. 

I can’t give the commitment you want to permanent unreality. 

On a roll, no soul ~ leads to liberation * maximum bright light
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What is this ‘I’ Itself 

The State of Consciousness ~ 

Listening to Life’s support systems 

Healthy ecology vital to our existence. 

Ubiquitous fields of energetic information 

Lost 60% of wildlife species in a generation! 

Deforestation, pesticides, resources overuse 

*We Are Them * They Are Us* 

Skynet putting the clock back to summer. 

Let’s have a New deal for Mother Nature. 

Lost 75% of Hedgehogs in fifteen years! 

Trillions have gone into a black hole. 

Cutting the tall poppies! 

* 

More Macho, Got to use that stuff! 

“The thing is to Start... And I’ll take the trophy! 

All women can’t be passive; looks like I Like you ~ 

not whoring herself out. “Who wants a line of coke?” 

Whatever, you can have a good time, but 

I can’t sell myself, for the fun of this game. 

He’s married with kids and won the Prize… 

She’s always fuckin’ with me, is that unfair? 

“I hope you get mauled by a fucking Bear!” 

I took everything of hers to the dump ~ 

He’s a paddler with a stick of dynamite! 

Alternative Crime Activists, not terrorist. 

Wicked nights in a forgotten blues bar… 

golden sequined lesbians fell from a star. 

Red lights of hot, lascivious love’s desire.
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Do they let Babas into Tibet? 

“Letter from our Ashram, allowed us into Stonehenge!” 

The Deep state, they want to break it for the future. 

For them it’s a horrible full Moon without a profit! 

Raring to go ~ Freed it all up, consciously. 

“Life is beauty full, hey!” She’s full Angel. 

Super model of fairies, just hanging loose ~ 

Meditation is a lovely balance of mind Space 

to everything else ~ letting go, being detached. 

* 

Non-Interested Mental Movement 

Everything lives in the Present ... 

Yoni masseuse, the grace to impart 

Healing just coming through me.... 

Not looking, the undoing, the being. 

Karma knots, concepts blocking energy. 

Expect Nothing, everything is good and 

enjoy the unforeseen, around the corner ~ 

* 

Insanely Happy Vortex 

Absorbing, stimulation, simulation, needless needles! 

Lost Yourself to addiction, its temptation, attracted by its grip! 

Little choice, Powerlessness ~ “I gave up everything!” 

Exploits you, doesn’t want to have any sense of You! 

Being Oppressed by the system, Mind; see through it. 

Finally Surrendering to my true, Cosmic self. 

Falling into consciousness ~ Initiating 

something Amazing has happened… 

The intuition you put out on the ethereal ~ 

with the Merkaba kid, spinning his way to Venus. 

Two counteractive fields ~ whirling in the same Space. 

Spiritual Grace
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'The more you steal the butter!' 

They shoot deserters don't they but not the usurious Bangsters? 

'Our systems have detected unusual traffic from your network… 

we are checking if this is really you sending requests or a Robot' 

Methadone, wall to wall junkies, “I wanna taste her oil” 

“They know if you're not from Russia, when you smile” 

If you're happy you are making other people happy. 

Everything from the heart not mind * is Spiritual Life. 

“Yeah some mad stuff went on” 

* 

Long before we invented fire 

Law of nature ~ ‘where there is sweetness there are ants’ 

This Program called Earth, symbiosis, actually is creating us ~ 

Why should you be happy, don’t you feel guilty, any remorse? 

Unaware, “I could breathe, fresh Cosmic oxygen” Life force... 

Psycho Active, Trance Central, rising up like a fiery Phoenix! 

Being surrounded by people who didn’t resonate with me. 

A crazy-mad chef, I have to hold my breath and anger. 

“Sir, permission to speak freely?” “I need a holiday!” 

Underwater Goggles, went to Moscow by the sea. 

Sputniks shooting straight up through the sky. 

* 

Planet Consciousness 

Bodhisattva motivation? Helping people to Total Acceptance. 

Invitation, even in your biggest nightmare, beautiful Cancer! 

“A penny for your thoughts” You need LOVE medicine. 

Not real in the mind, simulated as the future or past ~ 

Only experience, Instantly, immediate, Present Space. 

Behaviour from living out their pre-conditioned mental state. 

Intention ~ past Memories, future Imagination, all Illusions. 

Ego > 'I AM MY THOUGHTS' Fears and Anxieties of loss. 

I AM * BEING HERE * Attention; As it really, really Is NOW.
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Gives me the willies 

Nobody really can know the past or future only is the here and now ~ 

They were selling people for over 200 years, it makes an imprint, mum. 

Happy, there's no bombs going off or people coming around to kill ‘em! 

All my life I've tried to stay away from the troubles... 

Being proper fucked up is a good feeling sometimes. 

The Mind just can't conceive of something FORMLESS 

Eternal Space is NOTHINGNESS as there is No Object 

to fill in the gaps between 'My' thoughts with 'Mine' Thing. 

Realising that Universal Intelligence is in each of our cells. 

The Subject is beyond the Ego's self-seeking Mind-Objective. 

There is nothing to hold onto, no 'Me', possession, attachment. 

You are free flow streams of Consciousness which is truly You 

* 

I Am Another Yourself 

Adopting a Sensory Mind-Field * In Lake chad 

Fucking with a live volcano, bringing Expansion! 

“I'll be back on the razzle dazzle” 

Nectar coming from the source of Life. 

She's lost in not so blissful ignorance! 

Being in the heart with bad brain ~ Neti neti. 

* 

Love Naturalism 

The female’s way of life ~ 

No male logic, more emotional! 

Truly Integrating Heart and Mind. 

Psycho distortions in Mirror images. 

How much real Information is there? 

Don’t believe any-thing, be intrinsic ~ 

How much honest feeling exists within? 

A simple sign from the one you are Loving.
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Ex-Machina 

Sacrificing more and more people, severing heads! 

Offering people up to their Gods ~ Time of No Sun 

30 years of famine, deep roots, trees mattered, 

Keeping the soil fertile, key to eco-system, LIFE 

Keeping water flowing ~ irrigating the crops 

The bad news came from the Jet stream 

* 

Earthquakes with Tax Free Heavens 

“There’s mushrooms in every forest of the World” 

The ground is moving all the time, Psychedelic Lotus. 

The Planet is Non-Stop, breaks the normal fuzzy Logic, 

 “Terminate the rogue drone, clone for clear energy. 

Psycho-Robotics, hybrid females come to spawn. 

“If your magic doesn’t work what can you do?” 

To believe or not to believe; African slaves chanting to their Gods. 

16-year-old with a Kalashnikov and Qat, total urban tribal! 

You with another man’s, woman’s, bot’s boot on your back! 

It’s about humiliation; I’m a hippie not in the human traffick business. 

Cruising off the Moons of Neptune; hybrid babies in Prison jackets. 

Success depended on Aphrodite’s Sacred birth and Vision Quests. 

“If you want it perfect, get a Print.” “From the beginning is Vibration” 

“What am I doing here, am I contributing to this devastation?” 

What’s it like to be in the middle of an eruption? Ask Brahma. 

Absolutely, It’s Give & Take ~ her favourite Yatra, here now 

* 

His Nature 

She’s a Witch 

Burn her Alive! 

“I’m from the future!” 

Full Passionate lights 

“I want your nectar!”
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Beyond Heaven and Hell 

‘Good Christian girls don't get pregnant if ~ 

they get raped’. Shattering my naïve reflections. 

Instant Karma, the aim is to eliminate all our debt! 

Whatever is happening is coming from the Whole 

is Real, is Reality, is being here now in the totality of Life ~ 

We fall in Love with the Spacesuit, forgetting all about what's 

Inside it! Even if we don't understand, accept it for what it is ~ 

even if it’s in her ego-syntonic algorithm, because it's ALWAYS 

Changing ~ how do you want to change with it, miracle Baby? 

Under that bright * light you can't hate or blame anyone else. 

You lived that Unique experience of Your-Self. 

Diving into multi-streaming Consciousness. 

* 

Energy of Life ~ I am not just this body. 

A Form to carry the Soul, Nature is Not for fucking - Fracking! 

If you can recognise the source, not exploiting it as a resource. 

Use the complete loss of Ego to Open your perception ~ 

'Death is just the loss of the Personal, Illusional projection' 

Suffering is limiting the Unlimited, mind-based Conditionality. 

Animals are Life based. 

* 

Polyamorous * Petroglyphs 

Nefelibata, “a cloud walker, one who lives in the cloud 

of their own imagination or dreams, or one who does 

not abide by the precepts of society, literature, or art; 

an unconventional, unorthodox person.” Not a Sociopath… 

Just another projection, be Conscious; going beyond, as it is. 

Pearl lines in soft white snow ~ Shiva valley not Silicon Valley. 

‘Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless like water’ Bruce Lee.
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Super Jammy 

Let's go to the Love Hotel. 

Give her the password ~ 

Breathless, it's been Epic! 

Nice to suit yourself ~ Happy. 

He had 8 Cambodian girlfriends. 

Living the dream * synchronistically 

* 

Lighting for Liberation 

When you're walking down the street with your own jurisdiction. 

The copper doesn't have any rights to do fuck all! 

You are the head of a State of Natural Law. 

‘If you don't say NO, it's consent!’ 

All the bad boys are in bed..... 

Who's motivated by religious hatred? Never learnt their lesson… 

30% of the land's destroyed by Agent Orange, the rest napalmed! 

After bombing Hanoi to bits and poisoning Ho Chi Minh’s family, 

going through the Valley of the shadow of death 

did they get Liberated… 

* 

Can't see their faces 

Who was it who decided to murder John Lennon? 

Type, ‘CIA. Assassin’ into google, see what comes up! 

Depends if you're walkin' around, fixated in your dream. 

Fulfilling beautiful reality, took him to Intensive nursing. 

It's nice to be nice, did God answer your prayers? 

Money greed is the greatest mire of our times ~ 

You wake up in the morning and you're fucked! 

Defend your people and the environment. 

In the factory of the World ~ subminimal-Tao
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Full Solar Ray 

Artists, they look for the beauty. 

'Free Time is a real luxury...' 

Kali destroys duality.... 

looking at things relatively. 

‘The wise lament neither for the living nor the dead' 

"What do I want to see when I open my door?" 

Krishna always surrounded by milkmaids 

Having a big smile on your face ~ 

Follow your dhamma, it's all me. 

The entire Universal space. 

* 

The Mafia Is the Ego 

A conceptual ‘bird’ on a wire ~ 

By not naming it, could be seen as a 'Tree' 

(When it's ALL esoteric, Infinite Mystery) 

to the self-seeking, Mad-limited Mind-set. 

There is No duality - No beginning or end! 

Its Totality * IS Now * keep smiling Inside 

* 

Poisoning the Crop * Circle 

Luddites protecting the land ~ 

covered in toxicity, mind & body 

'The Psycho-Biology of Disbelief'  

All knowledge is flawed in the brain ~ 

What is the Mind-set of a humane cell? 

Making new genes ~ for the Totality of One. 

Your skin reacting to Fear or Love’s perceptions? 

Life's chemicals sensing the Universal intelligence. 

Receptors feeling 10 trillion neurons going off at once! 

It's an absolute, Unknown Mystery 

Not calling a bird by any name.
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Hip-noetic-Magic 

'The only way to Stop Unconsciousness is to become Conscious' 

And God created the Rainbow ~ that’s damned heresy they say. 

Indoctrinated, they'll believe anything that's made up. 

Fed with fake news and distorted perceptions of Life 

‘Mind Controls, brainwashing, Auto-suggestion ~ 

Pointing at the Kingdom of Heaven Inside You 

* 

Experiencing the Vibe 

Thinking that you Know it all Existentially ~ 

Where is the Hidden hand lurking tonight? 

“We're all Lab rats” 

'You can take a horse to water but can't make it shit' 

The Magic wand of Universal Studios, Hollywood's wagging dog. 

Just a Mirage of Mental-content not the Power of Now, signposts. 

Embracing Silence's Golden Emptiness 

* 

How the Fuck did they do it? 

Life * is the Totality * coming from the Whole so whatever 

exists is ~ ‘Reality’ because it exists here now completely. 

It has nothing to do with me being effected by the Mind. 

We are the ripples on a lake ~ we are integrated in its flow 

The most perfect reflections in the world ~ 

“You cannot feel sad in a house with kittens!” 

* 

Transmigrating B-21 Raider 

Love Is Trusting Yourself * an ethereal fact ~ 

She's got the same 'I' pod as the Dalai Lama. 

Question… ‘How do I measure happiness?’ 

Natural Innocence not Ignorance is bliss ~ 

Why do it if you can get someone else to do it? 

“He'll always make me a nice shamanic chillum” 

Bought a flying carpet in lapis lazuli, Afghanistan
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Varanasi Massage 

Too much money to waste and spend. 

'If you pay peanuts you’ll get monkeys' 

A reality check when the lights go out... 

PEACE IS LOVE * Meditation * be who you are. 

Is Life * is now * is the Totality * One is All * Om 

so everything is becoming ~ as essentially it is 

* 

Pineal * Gland 

Degenerated egoism, forgotten how to use it ~ 

Try tuning ~ yourself into Higher Consciousness. 

Lens for focusing light, not any illusion * delusion of 

bipolarity, melting bare reality of narcissistic kissing. 

Travelling ups and downs ~ what do you want again? 

You’re on the Plateau of Intuition ~ 

The most Important, change is here. 

We breathe Prana ~ higher Vibrations 

how we see Consciousness flowing ~ 

Bringing Heaven and Earth together 

* 

Bon Voyance Auras 

Pussy in ecstasy, she Loves that big Priapus’ phallus! 

Look at her smiling face jammed between my knees. 

Crystal gazing * Surrender and be forever Free. 

Ask any Greek or Roman Bacchanalian poet, 

who has witnessed the cherry Goddess. 

Mythological faeries, nymphs, nereids, 

translucent Orbs come to play with you. 

Sleeping with Angels’ ~ blissful Tulips. 

Sitting peacefully in her water garden ~ 

purring, gazing into adoring Lotus eyes. 

A happy family is the best in my life.
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Resonating Dimensions 

Pussy willows beside a fluorescent, magical, faerie pool. 

It means we’re taking it one day at a time ~ 

“Regular as clockwork, cuppa tea and a shit, 

most people are like that, ain’t they? 

“An average 4 out of 10 will participate in the stoning!” 

“The lesser of two evils is still evil mate, look at the Caliphate” 

* 

LOVE’s High Energy  

Gluing Guerrillas to the Trophy Wall ~ 

She is just being a Tiger ~ In Free Space 

Overcoming the fear of what others think. 

$1 a month for workers in North Korea! 

And who’s sitting on a mountain of debt? 

Repaying the interest, more than on education 

They’re satiated uploading the frequencies of death! 

Predators bathing in low vibrations of the killing fields 

Carnage, no feeling, no empathy, no human emotions.  

Interpenetrating, interpretations in our narrow waveband ~ 

Unconscious, that’s why the Psychopaths continue doing it 

* 

 Natural * Creation 

Whole * No Separation 

‘It’s FREE FORM ~TRANS * PARENT 

Vox angelica in her light summer dress. 

‘Everyone is as Holy as the next or not... 

Not them, it’s their involuntary Sociopathology. 

How unconsciously did you treat your own children? 

Everybody’s good when being in the Present moment. 

We leave no trace ~ “I was at the Heartbreak Motel” 

“Darling take that bone out of your nose, 

do you think you’re in a primitive tribe?”
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On the Top Stoned 

“I Love bare leg, I’d eat that to death mate, 

I’m goin’ to slither ~ up there and get you!” 

Be Yourself; Why? Be Whoever You want to be ~ 

No meta-data mining, rattling, holding you on track. 

Where and when is Fertility time? 

* 

Coitus’ Shanti Honey 

Panspermia * Coddiwomple * Wisdom written by an Unknown… 

‘The happiest people don’t always have the best of everything 

THEY JUST MAKE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING THEY HAVE’ 

Fungo * Magico, Paradise is instantaneous Consciousness ~ 

A blissful moment in the ever-changing state of Space 

Cosmic Resolution 

* 

Mr. Sugar Cube & Miss Aromatic, Spicy Temptation 

‘We have selected hot housewives, 10 miles within your location.’ 

Big Clit, Creampie, music Compilation, 3 married women in bed. 

Going down to the heart and switching it off for good! 

Over-riding it with a concept of your abstract Mind ~ 

What do I feel in practice? Your heart’s a quiet place. 

Something’s coming through, we’re imitating, initiating. 

‘I’m my self-Identity, program’ Unplugged, the way I think. 

Playing with your own imagination at the end of the process. 

Stop doing what you’re told and do some critical thinking ~ 

Gotta keep body and soul together in this World of Space. 

A mental-movement too far down the road. 

I’ve let it all go *now* you’re where you are ~ 

Secret Psychedelic-head, you’re touching Truth. 

“We are the Universe, I’ve seen so many little bits” 

Writing a love poem, condensing energy into Infinity.
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Unity for Unity’s Sake Is a Round Line 

Pictures of expectation ~ No possessions or Yes Sir! 

Each being makes their own Involution ~ re*evolution. 

Living, sharing Magical Rainbows and Solar eclipses ~ 

Pain in confusion, worry doesn’t help, only accentuates. 

Not Trusting, that’s what Spinning Propaganda’s about. 

Giving our energy to the Governors of Fear, not going ~ 

through the star gates at the end of your road dear. And 

Ma Kali brings you beyond time ~ bring it on; Full Power! 

Goddess Shakti enshrining Shiva’s blossoming flower ~ 

I Love that little saxophone’s engorging, golden tune. 

Staying in eternity everything is meditation, no mind. 

No need to force the seeds of life 

in the heart of the infinite galaxy. 

* 

Not a Drop - Stop! 

Where you gonna get your water today? 

No need of resistance from the Mind ~ 

Against the natural flow ~ the momenta. 

Jumping into the Florien belt of Love bells 

with Mayan worshippers of Suns and Moons. 

Making the circle round ~ Spiraling Cosmic Kells. 

Spent a season with Shanti Baba at a psi-trance party. 

Multi-dimensionality, sparks contact into human Forms ~ 

going Inside the poles, frictional Love, the Psychic Wars. 

LSD - fire moths don’t need magic plasma or laser beams, 

going against the grain ~ Sai Baba called me in my dreams. 

Floating in swirling currents at a natural spring’s pools of Love. 

Imprinting, reflections glinting * living the most potential energy. 

Learning Freedom in my Dreamboat World
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I’ll do some Meditation after I’ve made the wall Higher. 

Jumped the Gun - and Shot Your Self in the foot! 

Quantum Madrigal, “I am going completely mad” 

“Myths self-expressing your fabricated mentality” 

Met a nixie, pixie, goblin, a Rabbi, sorry rabbit, 

along the banks of Affinity with Divinity riverside ~ 

Thanks for reminding me * Love Conquers All. 

‘All things change, and we change with them’ 

Love Is All * Light * No light * Starry bright 

* 

3D Depth Standard 

And this randomness of two people sharing a Crystal. 

Less regulations and the people are less regulated too. 

You really never know; I try to bring out the best in people. 

Not a recipe for Paranoia; know we are the Power, it’s simple. 

About Awareness >conditioning’s not <Omniscient Education. 

Is it your problem that somebody else has a f…king problem? 

It’s never too late for a tiniest bit of empathy sweetheart…. 

* 

“You are Dead * We are Heaven Inside” 

Psi*trance is for dancing, it puts me in a good mood. 

Stepping outside the Matrix for Real, from Your Mind. 

“I’m in my own jurisdiction even if I’m shagging!” 

“I don’t wanna do anybody out of anything” 

“I’m on my own, I can do anything I want” 

Don’t have to answer to Mr. Mrs. Anybody. 

Wearing the hat of my own Person, mine! 

FREE to do whatever you want, desire. 

A Big Illusion, actually in Brahma land. 

Let’s have a Shiva Valley Party!
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Candle Rays 

Fell into the pit ~ 

of selfish, greedy ego… 

Dark, full of poisonous vipers. 

Tried some romantic, sociopathy tragedy metamorphoses. 

Transcended it, sharing in some more Solar Power spots. 

Into light beams ~ non-duality, evolutionary spectrums. 

Going around a wormhole in radiant consciousness 

* 

Gagging Orders 

Her letters were redacted, biased, censored the evidence, curfewed! 

She’s in pieces; I spend money on making my life easy, really good. 

I don’t wanna do anything now; having another panic attack. 

I don’t believe in what anybody says anymore! 

My blood is boiling, I’m into escapism that’s all. 

“You can play with me if you want.” 

I had a good time, that’s the bottom line isn’t it? I’m happy. 

“I’ve been in some blocks of flats where they have flowers 

on every windowsill, and your dad’s growing a bit of weed. 

“Wasn’t that the day I got busted?” 

* 

Sea * Shells 

She sells micro-string bikinis on the seashore ~ 

Cunctipotent, metaphor for sublime, Heavenly. 

“I don't believe in Santa Cause any more Babaji” 

A Selfish, heartless, ignorant, lost, black magic kunst. 

No fear, you get up there, something about Confidence 

not a shattering self-identity, scared of your own shadow! 

She put her fingers all over it, Shiva-ling in a crystal*Temple 

What Do You want? Not giving it any more time or attention! 

Old enough to have tantrums, they came out of a cage! 

Bought them at the Friday, ordained slave market.
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A very big drop down 

Sitting in a café reading my book. 

A girl sat down and gave me a sachet of Viagra. 

And when I turned around she just smiled ~ 

If I don’t do it now how will I ever know? 

A process of renewal, if I want something 

I get it, otherwise a load of stress, thinkin’ ‘bout it! 

* 

Processing a Sort of Evolution in Space 

There are ripples in the lake ~ who knows the whole story, Excalibur? 

Your cells can only absorb so much then give it back to the Universe. 

Unless you’re tripping, then you get the nano-detail ~ You get it Raw! 

It looks like distortion; it’s everything really, not cleaning it out ~ 

Feeling groovy, my brain’s filtering 11 million signals per second 

* 

Different Food 

She likes Speedy balls, 

She likes ‘Wonderland!’ 

She gets her energy from it * She likes coke for her ego too! 

Why persecute her, a tragic abuse of the Innocent victim? 

“I never feel like doing bad on good acid” 

Using Up All Your tokens * Receptors. 

Psi*stems and roots of a Bodhisattva 

* 

Simple, came for the Up*Loading, the Inspirational 

not the down-loading, want some free Loving baby? 

Forever on a come down, leaving in a bad mood. 

“I wouldn't lick it!” Sucking it dry as a sour grape. 

Meditation, 'be who you are' ~ in the stillness 

being in the trance flow, forget all the rest. 

‘The wealthiest man is a free time man' 

Straw in his trousers, free as a gypsy
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Cosmic Energy Grove 

“I was in Love first” 

Fuck the System… 

I feel empowered, understanding ~ 

why I'm getting screwed every day. 

“It's not Rocket science!” 

Spreading the Love 

* 

Total Relaxation 

Grab those tits, squeeze those puffy nipples ~ 

Auric fingertip on her throbbing, engorged clit! 

Tongue on her tongue, rub it up and down! 

Are you ready ~ spicy, hot and sweaty, 

Insatiable, harder and harder pounding. 

She loves to suck a Big fat cock mate! 

Harder and harder, again, again, again! 

She sucks like an uncontrollable sociopath 

bitch, she fucks like a dirty Queen. 

* 

Self-Possessed - Polyandrist, Greedy Social Crimes 

How many Palaces do you need? Try Organic, permaculture working! 

The government’s tellin’ yu one thing and doing exactly the opposite! 

Devising a Punitive tax system while all theirs is offshore, PM. et al! 

Free speech, maybe you can but who does? All craving Insiders… 

Who is giving and taking, caring, sharing in the energetic vibes? 

Feeling the lingam’s deeper penetration ~ how much for a kiss? 

* 

Dissolving Beingness 

Prana ~ concentration on the ever-changing breath. 

Conscious of the Matrix-mind’s disillusion of thought. 

Don’t yu know? Wandering through your multiverses 

It's always there totally
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She Loves It 

'Beer makes life better' 

She just fucked him off 

because she's tired of it ~ and she told him, 

‘You don’t exist anymore!’ “I love coke more!” 

A gram a day and they're fuckin’ for a druggin' 

or druggin’ for a fuckin'.  Don't blow up the rat! 

“The smack is here, crack is on the way” - met in Rehab. 

MDMA & Viagra, “Oh no, give us some more, and more!” 

A World of Entertainment, girls attacking a big fat Cock! 

* 

Alchemistic Magical Process * Opening a Shell 

Psychedelics * to realise * Open the Mind-sets ~ 

Transmutation of matter, finding a Universal elixir. 

High cheeks spreading, that's always the excuse… 

“Don't bogart that joint my friend pass it over to me” 

Spliff’s not finished! It’s not a crime against humanity! 

When someone you Love denies your very existence! 

Another illusion, betrayal of your deepest attachments! 

Want some PTS? Keep it simple, turning everyone on ~ 

* 

Labour * of Love 

CREATING WO/MAN WITH/OUT HUMANITY! 

“If you want to become a Fearless traveller...” 

‘Be all that you can be’, what is it? An Artificial cloud! 

Toxic, stealing your time in a Panasonic, electric house. 

Nirvana seeker of the Truth dimension, Loving it all Darshan. 

Happy Satsang, the key to me and super Bhakti, pure devotion 

‘War on fear, war on drugs, they don’t want people being happy’ 

Missing the moment ~ getting wasted, paranoid contravention. 

It depends how much in spirit you are, making you shine inside. 

“Beautiful to be pregnant ~ Yeah, the sky is super gorgeous today”
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Benign * be now 

You just have to listen; you know everything... 

Nudity ~ Nothing to hide, Cosmic nakedness. 

Nature, nothing where you gotta think about it. 

He never got over her ~ Oh Fuck! 

Pura vida, our future is naturalism ~ 

Happy for no other reason ~ Love All. 

On the healthy psychedelic side of life. 

“I live like that in my garden of delights” 

Sunshine is good, dancing for pleasure 

* 

FREE TO SHARE 

Shinto ~ time is God, God is Now, time is ~ 

“I dance to Peace and Love for all humanity” 

Respect the Nation, your tribe, but Free Camping, free reservation... 

Communicating with each other, something we can all agree on or not? 

Someone has to share (and care), No one really Knows ~ relativity 

Ganja skies, living in a Psi*trance, tribal village by Bom Shanka lake. 

‘One person’s phantasm is another person’s realism, n’est pas, cherie?’ 

* 

His last Act 

Signing on the dotted line… Hari Kiri Insurance! 

Honour for his family, the final, live sacrifice! 

Crazy mentality, desperate in Ginza.... 

Outside a noodle shop...   broken! 

SMASHED INTO A MILLION PIECES. 

It’s a casino; no one wins in a casino except the owner. 

You can’t say No; tempting, too much needy greed. 

Public Indecency, being prosecuted ~ for ‘Exposure’ 

Chasing a young, happy, hippy Geishabot in Tokyo; tattoos 

on her legs, rings in her clitery lustrous, smooth, glittery lips
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Shanti Weed Menu 

Welcome to Goa * a good place to go Mad! 

“Another one who doesn’t want to be Happy” 

“I have difficulty standing in a line of Obsessions” 

“Anyone want some therapeutic Opium, Changa, DMT?” 

Micro-dose Acid for Sale * LSD advertised on his T shirt ~ 

CBD. easy medicine, for everything that’s wrong with you! 

Channelling on drugs ~ an Infinite array 

* 

Rustic Bohemian 

“Love is the best” ~ “For sure, for sure!” 

’Someone has to share ~ sharing is scaring 

for some; another one who can’t be happy. 

Meditation without the Pain… 

if your mind-body’s not in the way. 

A sensible micro*dose for breakfast! 

* 

Yeah, I’ll have a drop! 

They’re taking Buddha’s image in Vain. 

Don’t Idolise any object ~ ‘It is Not me’ 

Don’t worship, he didn’t ask for anything… 

People just gave him things; what’s it all mean? 

Poetry read out in court Judge ~ I’ve had that honour! 

Going to the ends of the World for someone you Love. 

Back and forth ~ everyone’s doing Qi Gong in the park 

* 

Mind the Nature 

Everyone’s Loved Up ~ Going all night… 

Expanding Universe, dancing is contagious. 

Lila * Cosmos is seen as the Divine at play ~ 

Giving-head start, the window of opportunity 

for the fastest sperm ~
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Tantric Purusha 

“NO-NO-NO ~ You can’t touch me!” 

Saying Yes, always to Shiva Shakti. 

‘Can’t beat ‘em, might as well join ‘em! 

ENJOY THE DAY 

The Cosmic Spirit ~ the Eternal Nature. 

Tattva ~ the True essence; Satya, Truth. 

 * 

Growing * Flowers 

I don’t do it for the money ~ being in touch. 

He married a famous bee-keeper’s daughter. 

They’re people who were there for me and I blessed them. 

She looked me in the eyes ~ is it true? 

* 

The Eccentric Maitre d’ 

Going up inside, Dragonfly 44’s galactic array ~ 

Let’s have a night-out in Torremolinos... You know 

at the end, something’s going to go badly wrong! 

Napalm ‘em for now, gas the biological material! 

Bight you bad, scratch you deep... 

* 

Drilling in a rampant hole 

The more happily married you are the more bangles you got in India. 

“The thrill is gone, the spell is gone, I like to live the Love,” B B. King. 

Putting a man on the moon is not Rocket science! 

“When you’re off your head time means nothing” 

You go with your feeling, you’re not in control. 

The boy’s marriage was arranged; it’s awful! 

He lives in his father’s house as a slave. 

The Dalai Lama was furious! Really? 

“Wearing my bindi to the market” 

“I can’t believe, I can’t believe ~ 

In the Truth!”
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Guardianship Slave 

I can’t stop loving you! 

I have to accept that ~ 

Inside I fully adore You. 

Why follow their rules? 

Changing is infinitely ~ 

eternal Love Space 

* 

Mossad at it again, Leveraging Jerusalem! 

LA’s private taxi service for pedophiles 

to their No Name Hotel, by Lolita Island ~ 

Racketeering, trafficking, blackmailing you! 

Which way to the Secret Space program? 

Always seems to be a Robot involved ~ 

Large reptiles underground the Vatican. 

Bringing in more Interstellar ET. genes. 

We have same 65% DNA as a banana 

Self-destructive cybernetic chips. 

With my little Alien black book 

Enhanced by nano-biotech 

Jumpstarting the Genome 

Devouring vibrations ~ 

At the Lizard Cafe 

* 

PASSIONATE FLOWER POWER 

Most gorgeous, sweetest, Frangipani petals 

in bloom, It’s not just an empty Sun Temple ~ 

Many people scared of Credit default swaps. 

Everything’s bankrupted, everything’s insane! 

The money’s quantumtatively worthless, but... 

Elite’s Ponzi Fundamentals are good, he said.
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Space Oddity 

Only the command needs to be triggered. 

Channelling the New Quantum Phoenix. 

Giving and Receiving, healing oneself… 

forget all those naughty thoughts. 

“Get down on your knees and 

start scrubbing the floors!” 

Keep your focus, right here * now 

‘Love all and be kind to all because 

I live and exist in all’ * Sai Baba. #1 

An Original Life ~ No Clinging Please. 

“I need a Spaceship ready for the Cosmos” 

Truly ~ there are humble people here, amongst us. 

‘You are the Star shooting from the ether in gratitude’ 

“What if a man conquers the world but loses his soul?” 

Mark 8.36. Still in a coma, she really wanted everything! 

First time you let go ~ Your breath, Your death, of deep delusions. 

Lost my soul-mate forever, here * now; a new, free state of No-Mind. 

The perfect Inspiration, music, poetry, healing arts ~ caring is sharing. 

Sculptured tree decorations, transformed from machine gun shrapnel! 

It was War-waste material, the spoils not a Spiritual overabundance. 

Just showing you another way out into the field of this Universe ~ 

It could be the light, it could be the stones in the river. 

Got a print of Diego Rivera’s, ‘Girl holding white lilies’. 

My favourite 

* 

*Multi * Dimensional Feelings * Consciousness 

It’s all about sharing Loving Kindness * May all beings be Happy. 

Mind Clear and Open, be in silence, feeling Cosmic Space, metta. 

Not Attached to grief anymore, a different program. You, putting 

your head through a crystal rainbow ~ It takes time to wake up;  

don’t think * outside the box
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White Punk Album 

Pink adrenalin, jet black ocean, waves lapping, softly. 

In All of us * for All of us * feelings of transcendence. 

Serotonin sunrising, my lover; the Heart of the Earth. 

Ethereal auras from Inner Space, not this rat race... 

“Have a Nice Day”, completely random, total chaos! 

Cut it off at the mouth of the river ~ a Big Deception. 

Pure energy accepting everything ~ free expression. 

“My life's been major disasters and minor miracles” 

A Tomahawk flying right through your living room! 

Another perception looking at things very differently 

Just ways of thinking ~ another configured Mind-set. 

A million spiders weaving their webs around you ~ 

Manifesting these changes into natural awareness. 

Manifesting all life from our energetic Consciousness ~ 

Betrayal, slavery or not; a fright, a shock, I’ve had a few! 

Back on the bus, back off the bus, or on both, unknown. 

“I’m not a stranger on the dance floor” ~ Infinity matrixed! 

Prophet, was always free to leave, open to the next tide 

* 

Wear and Tears 

The world is full of single mothers now. 

Be here now ~ the right place at the right time. 

You are governed by your sub-consciousness ~ 

“It’s wet already, Yeah, I’m a pro, don’t you know?” 

Just be open to enjoy 

* 

Close your eyes 

Humanity on a walk in India. 

The Rainbow ~ You are 

ALL the COLOURS 

to me, Love poetry
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You Are Obsolete 

Hacked your brain into the main frame ~ Mother board! 

“They’re not gonna drag me anywhere!” “I do what I want…” 

“I only concern myself with Me and Mine; family and friends bro!” 

“You can never have too much honey, tantric Viagra, Yogi MDMA” 

Not about how many plastic straws, toothbrushes are in the Ocean, 

feral dogs being boiled alive in modern China or Saudi beheadings!” 

The name of the game, the big picture is ‘Drive everyone else insane’ 

“While I’m having these emotions, I’m Alive!” 

* 

Revulva Lotus Bulbs! 

Playing in the hot pools of Light 

Money ~ Spending all your life-time! 

A craving witch, attached to dark magic spells. 

“I’m coming down with something; a LUST-potion!” 

“A new friend, but do I want a lizard living in the house?” 

“That’s the last rinse I ever took, no more acid rinses!” 

Drinking from the stream of consciousness ~ 

floating in Universal Love 

* 

 Vision * Quests 

Ethereal Cosmos ~ in tune with elemental Earth 

Participation, everyone shares in the Akashi domain. 

Macro-micro-doses, remembering everything existing ~ 

Supernova from the furthest light year, white dwarf stars 

falling into the deepest dimensions of the heart. 

Who has to pay for Joy? 

You make your own reality, every moment, together, 

no exceptions, transmutation ~ psi-trance, free party. 

Coming out whirling in the moment, dancing, 

Amrit going back to her original, primal nectar
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Warhol: I like the abstract rather than any ‘Realism images’. 

Shadow represents nothingness; cropped, so no reference 

to its Object {beingness} with Cosmic diamond dust giving 

Light effects * reflections of the Source (Celestial stars). 

Looking - to make - a Good Deal; is Life not all in vain? 

Whatever you Feel is Real, who needs an ego’s brain? 

Stretching it to the Outer Limits, before the next War! 

“I am that I am” ~ the rain that I feel, that feeds Life. 

* 

Dominating Captain Zircon 

Once You interpret it, You’re back in the ‘I-Smart Program’. 

“How do you know ~ Programs are driving our fears dear?” 

Born from Cosmos chaos, giving you what you need to live. 

Ma India slowly gets to you ~ Spiritually, Wisdom is Wisdom. 

Living myths beyond words, natural pilgrimage to the Temple. 

3500 year old mango tree growing in a 2 billion year old Valley! 

Holograms’ fractal streaming, whatever makes it up ~ flowing. 

Man drives the Machine, Control and Controlling ~ Perpetually 

Emotional! Life taking care of us being here* free feeling. 

“Women fetch the food, men are the dreaming member!” 

You already know it, breathe gone into the far galaxies. 

All about surrendering, letting go (mind-set concepts) ~ 

Only way to be ~ a bit of Kosmique, travelling, Anarchie. 

Putting fragrant flowers and young coconuts into the river. 

Chanting ~ “I’ll go anywhere for someone who Loves me” 

* 

No Chaos 

Nature and God are Divine synonyms. 

The whole Universe is in equilibrium. 

Losing yourself in all the Imprints ~ 

her feeling body & being betrayed 

out of Love.
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In the basket 

When that Mental content is out of there ~ 

then there’s solely eternal dark matter Space 

Angels ~ they’re living in Divine’s golden light. 

Whatever makes money, that’s a basic program! 

You can have anything, words are magic spells ~ 

‘No Chillum Smokers’, sign in Munchies hangout! 

“Has she got some Guru working on her head?” 

Down and dirty! “Acid in the Well” 

* 

Baby Pink Stars beyond Gravities of Mars. 

“There’s someone in my head, but it’s not me” 

They made us think that it really, really matters… 

Even though you feel ~ mystical sounds of silence. 

You’re on a spiritual path ~ spirals glowing in her hair. 

Hallucinations, magic-realism, haiku, super naturalness ~ 

thinking, Zen decodings, Intellectual Associations, secrets, 

conceptions, polarities, dualities, projections of extremities. 

Ultra Yin*Yanging comets burning in the celestial firmament. 

It’s just consciousness being infinitely conscious ~ 

Illumination of your Mind not limitation * elimination. 

Absolute stormin’ unpredictable, that’s where it lives. 

Horns in their head, Incandescent flames crossing over 

Infra-landscapes of Relativity and Psychedelica*Cosmica ~ 

Abstractions between your smiling, open wet lips, rosy cheeks, 

caressing, gripping thighs, bio-electro-magnetism, sparkling Love. 

Meteors arise inside her eyes, sublimely, aiming through your heart. 

Venus, she has perfect peaches ~ diamond stardust, twinkling auras. 

* 

Sublime Memories 

I’ll Love You as Long as the river flows ~ 

Got to Love them to leave them. 

The Greatest trip 

I ever did
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My name is Chi 

I shall tell you an incredible story ~ 

Reggae was in the stone I picked, full of layers, 

a grey layer cake, granite, that spoke of the life and 

death of psychedelic butterflies and ancient gorillas. 

I picked some branches for the evening times fire ~ 

wondered a little about my dog chewing the bark, 

of an old tree, his dalmatian skin shining so fine ~ 

So I brought it in and tracked off it all, by taking raw 

chocolate and somewhere something was happening. 

I know that I need a lot of headlines, interesting before 

Bob Marley, “Oo ooh” comes out of the concrete jungle.
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The rock awaits as if expecting a parrot to take it out to 

a dance tonight. Maybe, it certainly is beautiful weather. 

* 

It’s about as real as I feel under the bedsheets of Wisdom books. 

Little cherubim statues and other assorted treats carry one into ~ 

the wood of elves, nymphs’ grottoes and the lush boudoirs of fairies. 

Holding my hand, I caress a kiss from you like a moth fluttering free. 

Oh, so sweet again, and another, there will be even more sweet bliss. 

I look at the rock, hear Bob saying, “Yeah it's all fine while you can” 

Beautiful young children come out of a foreign sky 

and are charming the blue birds with their reality ~ 

Whew, You are someone's finest daughters, Bravo. 

* 

My belongings, continually preparing themselves for any eventuality 

They expect a flood and wonder what it means when I tell them to be 

ready to meet a Volcano. What should I wear for such an occasion? 

Something worthy of a Queen or a Prophet; Le Voila. 

Scrutinising the horizon and remembering 

the time ~ when clouds swimming below the peaks 

made me ~ believe that their unfurling was the real Ocean, 

but it did seem like no other Ocean I had ever seen 

from 30,000 feet 

* 

The Japanese I feel sure see no difference, 

they probably have a special blend of tea for such moments, 

the same they offered to Bob when he brought a few 

Caribbean delicacies to the gates of the Shinto isles. 

Knock, knock, “Hari gato ~ 

Jah has sent me with this harvest of goodies to enjoy 

with those ladies of cherry blossom decorated hair”
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Thank You Japan for arriving with the Sun ~ this morning. 

The root continues to the house of exquisite elegance, 

where cinnamon bread was baking ~ 

treasures to be laid in front of the wandering troupe of hearts. 

Please stay and be comfortable even though I will be 

in a land across four to five thousand valleys 

seeing to all your needs. 

Thank You, while you are there I will care for your doves. 

In ten days I counted twenty cages and felt the desire 

to gild them in gold and turquoise on Chinese lacquer. 

A menagerie by which that fine tea is now ready to serve. 

Thank-you for these gracious, refined gifts encountered this day 

on a path weaving through the province of light and cypress milk. 

Later, the hour will come to visit the lady 

who guards the food of the indigo camels 

* 

A special holographic-tunic is needed for this end 

and one must be able to add enough golden sequins 

in a motif, predetermined through astral dreams. 

She is a natural creature in this abundant capacity 

and her mythical fortune is created instantaneously. 

From a pearl casket I will take out the dew of a poet 

and press into my palm the synergy of words and spells, 

given in ancient and futuristic codes, for her eyes to behold. 

* 

Day crosses the sky and the hour is close to make this visit. 

My iridescent Cosmic cloak and Psychic helmet are needed 

as symbols of introduction into her private quarters. 

The journey is long through a subterranean tunnel ~ 

which is the same distance as to the Astral Pleiades.
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I enter this land of seas, of lime waves splashing luxuriant elixirs ~ 

I am perfumed for the entry to the lagoon of cobalt blue creatures. 

There is her entourage to meet me. It took three bowls of Hokkai tea 

of concentration to take me through the polarities of the Royal throne 

and into her arms and breasts. 

Now I am refreshed to gently remove this Princess’ magic robes 

and be led to her bed of lavender pleasures where she awaits. 

“In my satchel I have a gift of five Tibetan flamingo eggs for you” 

My journey eased by the quest to emporter them into your lips, 

personally. This mission of concentration saved my legion ~ 

whilst gliding over the ridges of wild peacocks and penguins. 

These notorious winds of heat and cold have disintegrated many. 

I also bring news from the Bouquet Islands where the richest 

still count their wealth in Reggae codes, which were left by 

Jah’s armada during its days, sailing under far constellations. 

* 

A beautiful lady sailed the ‘Nuova Conceptione’ sloop ~ 

during Venus’ passing, harbouring amidst its blooms. 

New blood has been instilled into the children there. 

These aborigines are happy and care for each other 

as never seen before in the Islands of Outer Worlds. 

Her drummers send aural messages to the lands 

of the sacred fruit trees and vermillion oysters ~ 

which are very early understood 

* 

The three daughters of Jade Tara have taken gifts 

of Magical cause to neighboring geometric seas ~ 

and the hemisphere is in equilibrium and peaceful. 

They also sent special grains for your star camels 

and hopes to see a visit from your cavalry of Taos 

at the Zoom festival of Shambala.
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“Thank you Frangipani Chi, now, please tell me if 

you have ever dreamt of a seven mosaic planet?” 

“I've heard there was a gigantic quake registered in 

its water colours by our crimson, abstract painters” 

* 

“No news is certain, although I’ve had visions of 

birds dancing and fires inside sapphire mandalas” 

The beginning of a transmission is 

resonating through our connection. 

* 

“The leaves from the Oasis of Tez-n have produced 

the highest Quality of Elix-ir and we wish that you 

Frangipani Chi prepare for a voyage of Discovery. 

Go into the Realms of the Mosaics and transport 

herbal healings to the Masters of the Sequences ~ 

The painters have procured this from Essential oils. 

* 

Within a three dimensional frequency a land was being established 

and its points chartered from the Temple of the Emerald shore. 

Sound was creating the fuel to cross the Qualities of Space ~ 

Here was a land of Earth, Fire, Air, Water. 

The environment was tropical ~ ethereal 

and the culture of the Planetary Toltecs 

* 

Ancient diagrams existed and nuclear attraction and repulsion ~ 

had been Known to bring the sacred scarlet feathers to this place. 

“Thank you for your gifts, they will provide a lovely part of a feast 

which will honour you before your new Quest. 

To return the way you came ~ 

with this spray of lavender from my hair 

and this fruit from under the tongue of a pelican of rainbows 

will give you the energy to enter through the nine gates
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of the electric cream and honeyed straws. 

This unguent will be a gift to your heart, 

so that you do not forget” 

“Thank you fabulous lady, I will prepare myself for this journey 

you will know I am ready when the baby camels turn to violets” 

* 

By the time it took to register the ‘Best of Bob Live’ ~ 

I had worked my self through the hall of lasers and been 

equipped with a shield of Concentration and magic potions 

carried in glinting eyes of the dog of the camel Maitresse. 

Zips through the Zedra channels brought me to a plateau 

created from Sound, cymatic waves of a Crystal bong. 

I had begun again to discover discover discover ~ 

* 

Flags flew high and I descended to be alone. 

A sign said that warriors of the bamboo suit 

had swam in the lake of the jeweled snake ~ 

and that to follow was too late 

The vibration of their engines carried me 

to the gates of the city of mountains and caves. 

Enough to begin, so I took my time and lay it 

into a perfumed chamber of roses and wands. 

To be in visible and un detected was the way ~ 

A moment passed and she took hold of my gloved hand. 

“You are the one made of Pearl” she sang beautifully 

“I detected you from my dream of your spirit ~ 

passing into the papyrus scrolls of my father” 

* 

Enchanted holistic Universal space ~ 

so I rode a green kite through her mouth. 

Frequencies, winds by which we burn are resonating ~ 

synergistic singularity together for us to dance of moons.
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She led me to a vapour pool of hot tangerines 

and we laid our hearts to sleep in each other’s embrace ~ 

No voices could tell me what had occurred to have attained 

this level of velvet twitterings 

* 

I left by taking a feather from her head of dreams 

and resting it in the Quantum computer of Spirits; 

its particle collider sang of the midnight fairy owl 

A harp si chord showed a cave high up in the range, 

to attain it I Would Need to bring one of her dream kisses ~ 

Time of the mist arrived and so I swam on it to the other shore 

* 

Time ~ light shades ~ songs and the magic dog called Wishing 

took turns to greet the dawn before climbing to the hill of caves. 

The sonorous ripples of Water took us in >< side 

a grotto of five million brilliant crystalline facets ~ 

switching our dimensions to the land of the host. 

Parrots of Twi * light greeted us and there were 

Holographic splashes, projections of golden light 

* 

“Enchanter” a McCaw greeting call of old, bright red as no more. 

We all drank the essential leaves over the six islands of SEns. 

The tale was to be long of the  be coming of Un balance 

which upturned the Queen of Desires Her self 

* 

“Sit and listen to the playing of the heart” We hear tell 

It happened long ago in a place of Papaya rainbows. 

The Space was Infra tonic super*sonic ~ 

and yet trans parent enough to show us 

the unique speed of passing clouds 

in a brightly lit sea of shooting stars.
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Voices sang like Nata raga musical boxes 

dancing beside a gyrating calypso orchestra 

of pastel super-kite surfers 

* 

Songs, the Sounds of lovely people, so sweet 

tasting like mango coffee to our sensitive beaks. 

McCaw sat as a transcend angelic mage sage 

recounting these things from inside his mind ~ 

He told often of feelings that squeezed his body 

in his natal place of mariachis and siestas ~ 

A picture from his long past began to appear. 

Back in his village was trepidation on his amigos' faces. 

“Running in confusion and shouting they were crazed. 

A black charge whistled like a bitterly frozen wind 

through each, each child's heart it rang with fear. 

Instinct knew that these soldiers could perpetrate 

whatever psychopathic satanic act they conceived. 

Screams of red filled the earth and later small streams 

would run down their traumatised faces, tears of horrors. 

Fear fullness in their swollen eyes, writhing of their naked bodies. 

Then it felt so cold frangipani Chi, I wished only to be departed” 

* 

The pain would float by in the river like long dead animals. 

Standing by a bare tree with one branch across ~ 

the straw like campaneros would fall down 

and cry out together to the storming sky for “Mercy!” 

The shaman leaves had settled us into a mood for listening 

to the history of McCaw 

* 

“That was the day I left the place of Sound and siesta” 

He continued with his memory ~
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“That was the day I witnessed a living monument to dying 

so I left to know ~ Why? 

Perched on the famous statues of las Aviendas del Americas 

It became another place to sit and see bubbles of time pass ~ 

as dazzling Aztec, silken acetate dragon swans on the breeze 

* 

From those gigantic gargoyles and the stately Alameda 

the creature World of people would reveal itself below ~ 

just as if I had been in the trees of my old village or in 

the rose arroyos of the dynamic, spinning silver tornado 

Purple Sounds would ascend like wild Tuareg nomads ~ 

carrying spears from the desert in pouches of Pink Floyds. 

Medleys drifted in the sky towards the peaks 

like night queen incense 

but it was a hot hallucination from a thirsty crowd. 

Lightened * bright * multi * dimensional rainbows, 

black and silver chants, reflected from my feathers 

* 

Time was teaching me passages, as bouquets in the arms. 

Boco, boco were the amazing discoveries on me up there ~ 

iridescent scarlet wings flying through tiny streets. 

Feelings came to stay as guests ~ 

to show me how close to approach 

to those pastel auras flesh of people 

* 

Which ones to trust, trusting the small vivid sparkles 

coming out of those in astral embrace. 

Shining as fire ~ inviting to touch a kiss, 

Lovely, gold vibration, Eldorado shimmer” 

* 

“Si ~ my friend reggae was in the streets one fresh afternoon, 

I fell into a soft pool of contentment you know what I mean
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and lightly glided on the warm air licks of a wave, a good beat ~ 

Like being by the primordial shore with the blue coming in strong 

Then next I was in a net and my scarlet tripping faded into a mist 

and a raw sense of fear came alive this was imprisoned Captivity 

The scene changed as times do and 1 was suspended in a Cage 

from twisted hooks hung in a doorway of a little zoo for creatures” 

* 

Another bowl was brought of the immortal leaves, 

warming our selves as a bright full moon came up. 

McCaw smiled happily as he brought forth the past. 

“On the rue of Sky * larks I spent my precious time 

of reflection, recollection , introspection, revelation 

as a leaf floating in a puddle of human volitions. 

With no where to go from my caged branch, 

I watched and Listened” 

* 

“It became a more intense wave ~ inside the bowels 

of Monseigneur and la signora who would demand to 

charge a sum for an enslaved, scarlet bouquet of life. 

Just as a picked leaf in a hot teapot, vapours would rise 

and call out in steam the names of my mother and father 

and all the names of the ones I had ever sensed, loved. 

Inside the mother of Pearl, ranchera of Gran Mariachis’ 

music would wind past my view, my control panorama ~ 

installed in this birdcage for free, for your callous benefit!” 

* 

“I look at you, you look at me, in these numerous cages 

with my friends inside hanging like lanterns and swinging 

like Dharamsala prayer flags, floating in a fascist wind. 

There's even those who spin ~ spin ~ spin endlessly 

who make Monseigneur and la signora bellylaugh
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their heads to their feet to shine their teeth and shoes 

in the excrement of their own big fat asses and jowls. 

Mayan coloured, ribbon caravans pushed by and I was trapped 

in the statue of a plastic cathedrale, being offered soap to drink, 

as if I had never known natural wonder beyond these bars of tin” 

* 

“Reeling and spinning the feeling of being caught on a long line 

that will never let go and will never break because it was tested 

to resist each effort that any Barracoutan heart-soul could make 

In, in, in into be scalped and left as scraps for sleuthing cats ~ 

left as the crowns of Quetzals to become a sweating, dead turd 

Turds of Monseigneur and Signora to admire in their mad cups. 

A house full of cages, we are bequeathed to sustain… 

a belch of the one who put me in a net and sold me 

to a bankster of cages, to endow his patrons' charity” 

* 

“Child emissaries from the palace of toy soldiers 

threw me sweets and I felt, muy Bueno ~still alive. 

They would touch my beak and stroke my feathers 

in a young, kind, innocent, pure way would awaken 

feelings as one thousand parrots at a happy wedding; 

they rattle the locks of my jailers. Mixing Latin beats, 

a carnival would happen ~ exploding, secretly inside. 

Ah, beautiful children, like swallows at a siren's pool, 

an orchestra of flowery garlands playing about them, 

their eyes sparkling like uncut iridescent topaz prisms. 

Their music to sweetly clasp and caress, sigh romantically. 

In the distance an hallucinatory mirage of an orchard of fruit. 

Aloha, hola, singing friends came into me through the thin bars  

suspending the space, empty but for my shadow cast from a pole. 

Looking at each iris as secret signs of escape, where, when, how?
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Invisibly, inaudibly, pressing, squeezing my birth. Soft latin 

touches from your moist lips to give me dreamings of flight” 

* 

“To leave forever these cells of inhumanness, to be a free bird, 

peaceful pilgrim of simple sanctuaries. The sounds of violins ~ 

Andean wood whistles, pipes of tomorrow, stretching lama 

webs to the ancestors. Beholding dust and not the river 

where I passed seasons of braiding notes, full of light air, 

tones for another tomorrow ~ today, future, here and now,  

Reality forever, watching without peace continuous torture, 

In-finite prison made for creatures in-humanly, not human 

* 

And even for their own they give a light continuously 

to burn throughout the day and night, to have no rest. 

Every part of their beings without a moment’s thought 

of mercy, crying, masters screaming to unholy almighty 

give a little mercy, give a repose, por favor, por favor!” 

* 

“But then I have heard of those who do not cry but scream 

freedom as those sons and daughters of Wounded knee, 

who sang by the eagle, raven, buffalo, thunderbird and owl, 

reflection in the prairie pools of sacred fortunes. Screaming, 

“We decided that our Indian people are more important to us 

than long jail terms” 

“We decided that our Indian people are more important to us 

than long jail terms” 

* 

Sweet grasses of the prairie cloud I need your strength 

by the clear crystal, being a star in air, a thunderbolt! 

I need your spear of brotherhood to de materialize 

this cruel, unnatural, matrix spectacle of my Illusion
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These killers of virgins have taken the eyes 

from a million creatures of the Mother Earth 

and hung up here to dry and bake everything. 

Oh, release me from this force that shows me 

the steel heart of razor toothed dragons” 

* 

“Synthesisers alive, Cosmic sweet juice on the cage. 

A Wizard's volcano sombrero, shoes of a haiku traveller,  

a face shines through a window, beside the Christmas tree.  

His eyes are in shadow but the mouth beams out the courage,  

 Yes,Yes,Yes, SI, SI, SI FREEDOM ~ LIBERTAD! 

* 

I hear drums of the Apache, precious daughters say, “they 

will take the bars and that I'll fly on the waves of the Oceans. 

Captain Compassionate from the cove of no return butterflies 

knows in his heart and mind, escape will come ~ Tranquillo. 

Release me sweet lord of moons; my brothers and sisters 

here will make the sacred crown of broken locks and unfurl 

the tethered sails of fallen feathers and lift the anchor 

for me to alight on the tide tonight” 

* 

“Your Love was a symphony serenading me 

with the joy you sent as I left the dark jail room. 

A lantern’s golden rays lit the path from the doorway 

I was trans fixed in your gaze for an instant; au revoir friends. 

Full of Pet shop fears and hopes envisaged, finally released. 

Now I wondered how I’d react without a visible ball and chain 

fixed to my claws
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Memory held times of golden dreams ~ 

and I was as nervous as a buzzing bee. 

Telepathy is still alive to carry away forever 

the boulders that blocked this mighty miracle. 

Top of the pops was seeping through cul de sac impressions” 

* 

“Now my friend frangipani, I was a terribly shy McCaw 

who had faced the empty wall. Now my bene~factor 

Capt. Compassionate chilled out at a foreign shack. 

It seemed like years that I had been suspended ~ 

in the valley of the infinite with only my little perch, 

as a pirate plank, to walk into oblivion’s emptiness. 

I was hanging on wildly, spinning, spinning, spinning ~ 

tsumanis and avalanches as nuts on my birdcage floor. 

What did my bird brain exchange for that experience, 

what did it give up to become a true friend 

of Compassionate, cavalier of the oceans. 

He having sailed around, spiraling Jupiter’s fountains ~ 

Depths filled with Fearfull monsters of one's REreflection 

Welcome to my ship he'd said and then gave me a precious gem, 

a verdant emerald, radiantly green as an Aztec sorcerer's eyes. 

Clipping it to my ear I lost my balance ~ 

once mastered to survive on the branch in my cage of Insanity” 

* 

“Si, si my friend ~ your inquisitor has gone 

now you need time on the Oceanic waves” 

“Insanity you are there like a big cream cake, but 

I am on the shoulder of a warrior, alone not lonely 

passing under the twinkling stars of the galaxy ~ 

This way then that with the sparkling carats in my ear, 

I became the dancing partner on waves of Jade seas
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Carrying me now ~ straight through the tears of moments. 

This way and that, forward on the bow of experience it self 

* 

A parrot of the seven Planetary Oceans, 

the fear of asking another was changing 

as by the full Moon I found many different 

exotic coloured feathers on vast tropical Shores. 

The World is so large, as large as your mind and so 

full as your heart, that a very fine teapot is needed ~ 

to suffuse the rarest, most delicate of leaves. 

My farewell, a welcome to this treasure isle living force” 

* 

“Many memory streams of giant bears, jumping dolphins 

and those headless bodies of peasants’ innocent children! 

Banquets of dictator ships and night mares with electric 

pineapples and bananas to taser you on, out of multi stories. 

Local fruits to skin your bones and leave for mother's memory. 

I see those kisses” 

* 

“I'll never forgets yet never believes that were known as, 

the priceless Tulip Unicorns, worthy of a Queen’s ransom. 

You raped the tender to make your compost and your men, 

turnip warriors, shit and pissed to turn Orchids into nails… 

for coffins of those you butchered, dis-emboweled and ate 

with your commanders and frijoles. 

Millions were numbers you enslaved, tortured and sold… 

the Infinite in the blinded eyes of those phantasmagorical 

beasts left to bleed from holes, for heads, ears and horns, 

arms and legs and feet and breasts, toes and beauty spots 

that are the pride and joy of mothers and fathers throughout 

all the tribes of cockleshells and petal hearts ~”
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“Demons I saw invade my village and suck our crimson juices 

to feed their disfigurated frenzies and leave the pathway full of 

death and mutilated bodies, devoured by the soldiers of Satan. 

Salt on my signet claw, wounded, that was once held in play full 

natural embrace; is plenty full on this sea of pre historic distance 

appearing to be a lotion of forever on selfish stenchy, sociopathic 

vile toxic smells of such cruelties, horror, bestialities, inhumanities! 

Powder burnt in cannons, stoking hot, firing people into the abyss!” 

“Si, YOUR FAREWELL KISS PASSES 

as these SHOALS of dead MERMAIDS” 

* 

“We had been carried by the current inside the reef of a fierce island 

No lights could have prewarned us of the destruction to come ~ 

The suffocation of a culture charged with incessant self-analysis 

within the context of success and glory which was a dynamic 

aimed at getting power ~ more and more for the grim ego. 

To attract and command, subjugate directly other beings. 

A culture racing incessantly, eating whoever succumbed 

to the Psychopathic space of Ego syntonic POWER! 

To archipelagos of greedy, mad-man-woman cannibals’ 

victims’ scalps, tied to their hips as soaking bloody meat” 

* 

“Sitting in this mimosa 1 see from the million faces 

in these empty coloured woven chairs which face the sea in waiting, 

I lay this bunch of fresh, picked flowers on your burning rapacity. 

We had escaped to this place out of season 

but still with friendly currents and winds” 

* 

“From a new record on this Wurlitzer we felt so completely strangers. 

Compassionate then told me of a siren who had made them Lovers. 

She was a girl with the fine qualities of so much more, Amour ~ 

which shines irresistibly bright with open Heart * Light”
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“Whilst she knew him she could do anything and still 

had time to train a silver whale ~ a gift only for him. 

She came alive at night like soft, lime green fairies 

living in misty woods not far from snow lit glaciers. 

Her yacht of reeds and tulip canvas she tied to his 

and they swayed there, as her beautiful long hair. 

Lovers of this odyssey, they became stronger ~ 

together than any torrents of pain could describe, 

having blown so many down in these totem isles. 

* 

Her ship cruised rivers for survivors so she could kiss their wet eyes 

and save the crystal droplets for the fragrant daughters of her tribe. 

From treasures of butterflies and angel fish, she gave these love 

 jewels to her Captain Compassionate, in a grotto of their promise 

* 

Such happy days he found in her 

still they sailed the different seas ~ 

always we found our course by her beauty 

which followed him in each Star filled sky” 

* 

“By this light arrow in the night we escaped ~ 

Fierce Psyche strangled nature's evolving plight. 

For these sweet mimosa I thank you gentle angel, 

as in mad dream I saw a man passing with no feet. 

I saw and remembered him from my village although, 

it seemed so long ago ~ he just passed in front again!” 

* 

“Crashing night, full of Celebesian rain 

In a sudden storm our ship was gone ~ 

Captain went beneath a passing wave 

today I'm still alive as I could fly in the sky 

How come I didn't die so easily ~
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It would have been simply surreal to have gone and even 

more synchronistically, seems I could have been the one 

to make another innocent, spirit pass away instead of me. 

‘So easily in this raging sea to take you all away with me ~ 

the time to kill you came so close’ sang Poseidon; yet I’m 

still be here ~ where a wave took away all trace of them! 

Easily danger appeared from by your side, it would have 

been so simple to die in the ship wreck of this tempest! 

It seems so long ago now ~ yet it went by in an instant. 

So natural to pull off your wings in a raging typhoon. 

It passed and again, I'm deserted on this shoreline ~ 

but for the shards of wreckage and a white Cockatoo” 

* 

McCaw bowed, moved, his eyes lit by those memories ~ 

“You shall know more of Cockatoo if you feel the desire  

to open the generation’s secrets of fractal holograms. 

Find me on the Shiva moon, Baba Boom ~ frangipani” 

** * ** ** * ** 

“It’s My Body ~ It’s My Temple!” 

It’s all a game; I phoned the DSS from Baga beach. 

They said, “You haven’t been for your last Medicals!” 

Others just looting and robbing; more mindless violence! 

Freedom, Openness, Not our capitalist Government’s ideology! 

Yeah we’re all Philosophers getting bad advice on pay day Wonga. 

Behind their masks a bunch of pretentious, arrogant, ego-fascists! 

“Thank God for the erotic miniskirt and to girls for wearing them!” 

Whoever wants to wear a black nylon sheet in 100* can do so! 

A Chastity belt, it’s all about possession of the women by men. 

Anaemic they’re hiding their juicy bits ~ “I Own All My Treasure” 

Kicked to other side of Universe, Star portal, on a one way ticket. 

“You going to the Next Level or not?” 

Caressing a sweet Ankh*let
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I said I was Exaggerated 

Reason why I think it’s true: 

in fact my whole life seems so. 

At least Now I am a bit Conscious 

of this trip I am playing with myself. 

Maybe I’m in control or it’s all delusion. 

Not sure of the reason, if needed any more. 

I often think I’m just different, crazy, lazy. 

A dreamer (dare I say Unrealistic? No). 

Am I really trying to progress to something  

or is it just my clever excuse in the Maya matrix?  

What do I remember, imagine, am I really this now? 

Am I a conceptual Idealist looking for a sexy tigress, 

natural philosopher’s stone or an Aztec space * man, 

should I be married and settled down; God RIP? 

Is it because I haven’t found an easy number  

and the future for such a grim travail is dim ~ 

What is It anyway ~ am I free or just a slave? 

We have mind, body, senses, we have air ~ 

we are programmed mind-sets, from where? 

We are alive Individuals, supposedly here  

and now, we’re existing in an environment  

in an environment something Is ~ 

We are searching for something. 

People accept Identities, values, 

3D values have a time, a dead line 

which is always changing in eternal space  

Our Natural environment is energetic fields ~ 

vibrations which are changing existential atoms. 

Your awareness is keeping it all together ~ 

“We decided that our Indian people are more 

important to us than long jail terms”
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Beauty Suntanned 

Each small part of her ~ 

Thousands of naked strangers. 

Seven billion of us being here together! 

My sweetheart’s ~ Romantic Shangri la. 

Time changes ~Time is changing now. 

This will also change ~ 

Yachts ~ passing in the night, 

smells, sounds, a distant bell. 

Having a family changes it all. 

Morning meditation 

Hallo our practice ~ 

Hallo the next station 

Hallo the next interlude 

Hallo the next embrace 

You & me 

were happy with our thé au lait. 

* 

Coconut parasols outside Golden Pagodas. 

An enlightened girl ~ let me bathe with you. 

Growing Intelligence came from a rainforest. 

Strength of naked Aphrodite, exuding love. 

A Passing Star ~ to Infinity 

is the creation of a moment 

* 

“hey” 

It’s like you’re calling a dog ~ 

Call me Marie, call me darling, 

call me butterfly 

You make me feel like this table. 

Call me Rayon du Soleil 

Call me ~ eternal wonder
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Really 

I don't need Canada 

I don't need money 

I don't need alcohol 

I don't need acid ~ 

I don't need the Sheraton 

I don't need sophistication 

or complications, or a car. 

I don't need an apartment 

I don't need your gadgets 

I don't need your promises. 

I need your love 

* 

Katsura 

I am Omar Khayam 

I am Kahil Gibran 

I am Suffering 

under house arrest 

I am Sitting Bull 

I am Red Cloud 

I am husband of Running Stream 

I am Suffering 

in this Prison 

I am Atlantis Ocean 

I am tropical storm 

I am Japanese misty morn 

I am Suffering 

without You ~ 

I am always new 

I am a dream too 

I am Impermanent 

I am not this pain ~ 

I am the touch of rain
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Amethyst 

Feeling each other, mellow cantare. 

From afar I came looking 

for Love’s memories ~ 

by dream, to your Wedding, garden party. 

Soft sambas playing inside a church. 

Abstract pinks ~ 

A children’s asylum, 

in a botanical garden 

* 

‘Kahuna’ 

“Women on pain of death 

might not enter a canoe” 

Interactions of traditions. 

Powerful, deadly to you, 

those, ‘Smoking Sticks’. 

Prevailed over us again! 

Awaiting for the War monsters. 

Where is my emotional Lover? 

“Those who survived the epidemics ~ 

introduced from Invaders’ conquering ships 

were carried off by Peruvian slavers 

to work in the guano deposits 

of the Quincha Islands” 

* 

At the Southern Gateway 

Beside a beautiful Bodhi tree 

Gods of water, elephants and the cobra ~ 

an unidentified Goddess sitting by the roadside. 

Attitude of exposition. Sunrise meditation at a dagaba. 

 Returning from the west gate to the stream ~ 

Found the pond of Parasols
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Krakatau Sarong 

Women of natural desires, lustrous, enchanted, 

from exotic, Spicy Islands ~ spending all night, 

being happy ~ enjoying; East Indies’ treasures. 

Serenely she watches, wonders of the divine. 

With grace and dignity, the poise of whispers, 

instincts, gentle movements, laughter and joy. 

What do you want from nature’s lovely Queen, 

from these great people living here in peacefulness? 

A welcoming sight, waving green sarongs of Indonesia. 

Offering a vision of freedom ~ Lovers before servitude! 

* 

Burden of Dreams 

Discovered lagoons and ripped off indigenous spices. 

“Give me ALL the milk from your coconuts!” 

Corporate Investment is dependent on Slaves. 

Initiative: another Inhuman culture shock! 

* 

Wealth of the Indies; “Welcome stranger” 

to these marvelous Spice Isles’ shores ~ 

share our Universal light, smiling invitingly. 

Java portrayed by its craftsmen’s daughters 

Making masterpieces of mental decoration. 

Sweethearts of wet rice, harvests aplenty ~ 

natural abundance; the majority go barefoot. 

A home of living dance; beautiful Moluccas. 

Brocaded gold and silver threads, lithe ~ 

native bodies, superb, finest works of art. 

Pure eyes, creations of divine inspiration. 

The majority go barefoot ~ natural innocence. 

“Welcome Strangers” ~ Wealth of the Indies.
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1928 ~ “Welcome Stranger, why did you come here?” 

“To steal your cloves, aromatic oils, rich, fragrant spices” 

Many years of violence would pass in raping and pillage! 

This tyranny brought to our doors a blood thirsty history ~ 

They came, Christian, Dutch of Rembrandt’s Night Watch. 

Megalomaniacs, oligarchs, Empire’s greedy enslavement. 

Conquerors for centuries, had plunderers coming ashore! 

A distant land of Tulips, clogs, sails of frigid windmills ~ 

Armed, Invading Pirates; robbing each life of her fertility. 

The fabled truths of native’s hearts, now stripped bare. 

The fabled grace of their loveliness ~ terribly abused! 

Holland’s Culture System - ‘Mining and Dividing’ 

Only waves of Exploiters, these Royal Robbers. 

Criminals from a tiny, uncivilised Realm ~ 

Masters of which avaricious, sacrificial God? 

** * ** 

La Bête Inhumaine 

Perhaps you’d be interested  

in a lovely aquarium for these tropical fish? 

All those roses, on an empty beach in Africa 

Did you have a criminal record in Argentina? 

“It’s worth money, money!” “I don’t need money” 

Experimenting with mind-expansion! 

Why all this jumping around ~ 

I’m looking for a golden langur 

* 

Behind bars:  

‘Palestinian babies born using smuggled sperm of imprisoned fathers’. 

Keep this in mind if you ever feel depressed, by their callous actions! 

And what about humanity, creativity, the unconditional love for children  

for the innocent, for those with a beating heart, and about Life itself? 

“Drudge that’s the worst, KILLS the SPIRIT, for sure!”
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Piano, Piano, Ciao Chiaroscuro 

I have a weakness for ~ 

Asparagus and cream cheese, even broccoli. 

Leonardo Da Vinci ~ Open blue skies 

Astral dreams of distant friends. 

Romantic ships ~ full sails from foreign Shores, 

morning scenes of tropical fisher villages, 

the fireside of oaken Alpine chalets ~ 

Exotic sunsets and crisp Botticelli sunrises, 

warm reminiscences of l’atelier and terrace artists. 

Long walks with a lover through old city quarters ~ 

fruit & vegetable markets, down narrow country lanes. 

Meditation on a favourite hip bone. 

A transcending motion picture ~ 

a tale of truth, a poem of beauty, 

time with Spiritual brothers and sisters 

at the Oasis, gipsies dancing in a meadow. 

Les fleurs de l’Océan tranquille ~ Pacifique, 

fresh, tropical showers, joy of open Spaces ~ 

The amorous adventures of the impressionists, 

Hokusai’s prints of Spring’s pink, Cherry blossom, 

untouched glades, seeing 36 views of Mount Fuji. 

Seasonal harvests from out of a reflective nook, 

an ancient atlas resting on an old oak table ~ 

Bowls of fruit and sounds from the fields. 

Les enfants of folk wisdom, 

a caress with Providence. 

* 

Jesus Christ 

“Believe me, no one’s more surprised than I was!” 

You never know what’s comin’ down the road ~ 

that’s for sure ~ Life is wonderful when free
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My school days 

They called me Jude then. 

I carried a knife always 

a smile sometimes ~ 

these were my only weapons. 

Times were very tough, 

still a man must dance 

to the beating of his heart. 

My friend Fish would say, 

life is a river ~ you 

must swim in it 

until you drown. 

They cooked Fish in the hot sun 

on a hilltop, far 

from any water. 

“Forgive them”, he said 

and swam away ~ 

* 

(Written by my good friend C. J.) 

** 

Bhadgaon city and me 

My poetry is blowing in the wind ~ now in Nepal. 

On a tourist brochure of Bhadgaon city. 

Do you have streaming messages, your visions floating? 

My poetry is now zooming on arrows ~ 

around the description of temples in Bhadgaon city. 

My poetry is now resting on me ~ 

on a hillside at Nagarkot in Nepal. 

Gently blowing with the wind. 

My poetry is still on that brochure 

which was earlier used to make a filter for a joint, 

blowing in the wind
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Do You Think Dr. Henry Kissinger 

could write short stories for Our Children? 

Do you think Van Goch 

would have made an application 

to become a tram conductor 

Do you think Gauguin 

would have made an application 

to be a purser on a cruise ship 

or Renoir 

a position as a hairdresser ~ 

Would they have ever happened? 

Do you think Charles Dickens 

would have written Ads for TV. 

Do you think 

Mathew, Mark, Luke and John 

would have been story tellers 

behind the screen of a bank? 

Do you think a North Korean poetess 

would be able to write a description 

of her country for visitors… 

or do you think Solzhenitsyn 

could have been a forecaster of the 

Russian, Olympic team challenge? 

* 

Paduan Fans 

Les Nabis Court ~ 

Bambi against severe protocol. 

Playing a versatile, crystal Stradivarius. 

Arriving on l’armour - plated Elephants, 

with large bouquets of meadow flowers ~ 

I Like Your Spirit
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Newsflash! 

we just had a nuclear war…. 

I just cured my self ~ 

of one of my greatest doubts. 

God in all his Divine Wisdom ~ 

Is making the ignorant human extinct! 

Nuclear weapons ~ Nuclear energy. 

A gift 

The blossoms are coming ~ 

I met a man and asked about 

Nuclear bombs and that ~ 

all he talked about were Lotus flowers. 

Now I don’t even throw stones anymore! 

* 

Lovers ~ First Love 

“It’s always better than You think.” 

Perfect ~ 

How much do you offer? 

A beautiful 4.30am 

* 

Party 

‘bring someone you Love’ 

Politics to me… 

I Love People ~ 

I don’t know what it was 

but I’ll never forget it! 

* 

SatSang 

“I think I had a good heart attack!” 

Life is a body ~ 

turned around, 

raining ~ driving away in a taxi
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Socialism 

Anything that’s good, that doesn’t make you sick! 

‘Beauty is in the mind of the beholder’ 

The mountains ~ peaks of the mind. 

My brother ain't heavy at all 

* 

Life too is waking up, 

then walking barefoot, 

carrying a heavy sack 

strapped across the brow ~ 

It’s not like running for a bus is it? 

* 

Satchitananda 

‘Water takes the shape of the pot 

which collects it’ 

When God ~ 

is perceived through the mind, 

it is that ego-mental-setting. 

Perfecting the instrument 

is freedom ~ infinite Space 

It shouldn’t interfere with 

another person’s comfort. 

“we are interdependent” 

* 

The difference between Soul and Soil 

is in the Infinite ~ between u and i 

‘You don’t have to stay forever, I will Understand’ 

“Left alone with just a memory, life seems dead and so Unreal. 

All that’s left is loneliness ~ there’s nothing left to Feel” 

“You’re the One who Changed ~ (Un/sub/consciously). 

Now you’ve gone away ~ I’m left here on my own. 

All that’s left is Loneliness, nothing left to feel”
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THE VIBRATION IS CHANGING ~ CHANGING 

<<>> CHANGES >>:<< INFINITE CHANGES ~ 

Can you just OBSERVE ~ these FEELINGS 

feeling of Terrible Loss! (feeling of nothing left to feel). 

THAT IS Always IN YOUR Illusory Mind, concept, 

that is on your body, in your limited-Mental state. 

What are the SENSATIONS of your memory? 

Without You ~ don’t be afraid or Terrified. 

What are these Cosmic frequencies, being in you? 

YOU ARE, alone, at least realise some equanimity 

now when feeling the grieving, loneliness ~ 

painful SENSATIONS of SEPARATION 
Loss, that is crazy behaviour in your Mind. 

Energetic patterns that are on your body. 

Can you just but sit and observe them ~ 

it takes some time to come to your centre. 

Feeling your Vibrations, your breath, now. 

“J’envie de rien” * “J’aime ça” 

“Tu es plus libre” 

* 

Bhikku Khantipalo Sunday 

Degeneration 

Leading him into the realms 

of Occultism and magic ~ 

Balance is coming all together, merits. 

This morning I picked up a hitch-hiker 

standing in the rain. 

Merit opens doors everywhere, being a good human. 

“To have a Mind at all Times Set upon making Merit” 

“Meditation Implies Renunciation”
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The fragrance of children 

“I thought I was supposed to be the Light!” 

Forbidden 

The Lost Horizon, 

but Not Shangri-La. 

Peace ~ No Mystery 

No Brutality, No Lust for Power. 

‘Valley of the Blue Moon’ 

Exploring, healthy dreaming. 

Courtesy ~ “Welcome, Welcome Stranger” 

Behold, these wonders where we are living 

brother, having no dark secrets, sister. 

“How may we aid your journey?” 

Sorry mother and father 

Into my open soul; 

the body Is willing 

so is the heart ~ 

* 

Loveliest Peace 

Homage to ~ Henry Miller 

Big Sur, ‘Colossus of Maroussi’. 

Greatest Sanctuary of Asclepius ~ 

amid thyme scented olive groves, 

the precious herbs of Hygeia. 

‘dream up your own cure’ 

delicate thunderbolts. 

In Epidauros’ heart 

* 

Empressa 

Carry on ~ the best you can. 

La Paz
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Pictures 

He said, “there are no train spotters in Peru” 

Defeated Incas ~ 

No wheels or horses 

only ~ Auric ore! 

Don’t take away or enslave her soul. 

Weavers ~ Indian Revolution. 

They only Cultivated ~ 

the little bit they needed, 

the rest! $i$i$i… 

* 

How often do you see 

the caressing of the sky 

by eagles ~ 

the swoon of the birds 

and butterflies ~ 

the curiosity of yellow butterflies 

and giant pink insects 

like those kaleidoscopic fish 

of the tropical seas ~ 

and a helicopter too? 

* 

Mistaken Identity - KAL 007! 

Specious, confidence trick, paranoid cause and effect, 

justification of your need to be a mighty Super-Power. 

The Doomsday Weapon for You; to make People free! 

You have Absolutely no idea about people. 

Your sophisticated, sophistry as a defence 

against the taking of 269 Innocent Lives!! 

Is this the way You defend your enlightenment? 

Your Socialist Revolution! Survivors: 0 

Shooting them down from 32,000 feet!
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Lake Titicaca 

A meandering steamer ~ 

Sunrise on the World’s highest lake. 

“Don’t think you’re a long way from home.” 

We’re in Bolivian waters ~ 

sometimes the Indians throw stones! 

* 

Which Level Are You Attuning To? 

And did you hear about this thing called a Nuclear Bomb! 

Did you ever think of Acid Rain, or toxic Oceans off Fukushima? 

LET US BE, not playing your games of inane Propaganda 

Ego ~ YOU ARE DESTROYING any HUMAN TRUST. 

HOW CAN WE HAVE PEACE IF THERE IS NO TRUST 

AS A BASIS OF PEACE BETWEEN US ~ EXISTING? 

* 

Be Equanimous, Be Happy with Both 

The natural INTEGRITY of the paysage ~ 

La Croisette ~ its continued undimmed elegance. 

The weight of snow smashed greenhouses in Antibes 1956. 

Scented teardrops. 

He spent most of his time in the open and in the Villages. 

Do you know what Community really is? 

* 

Heart Acts Extract 

What Alternative is being offered, be aware of the beast. 

A scrupulous practitioner, the stewardship of our Earth 

Gifts, resources of 300,000 species of sacred plants ~ 

Folklore, inheriting the World ~ their Healing POWER. 

Respected and Revered. Thank You, Passion Flower. 

These Laws of Restrictive Practices; ‘Pharm-Ecology’. 

Destroying the mistletoe with weed killers! 

Who are they, who are you, who don’t kiss?
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I am a Free Man ~ Free Spirit 

Free from Being under your greedy Mind. 

I have worked to be matrix Free, ‘Patrone’ 

Free from your Self-Congratulating ego. 

Free from your self-deluded, innate exploitation; 

All You Know? Completely commercial, profit, 

blind eyes, closed heart, your smug Rip-offs. 

What is your Motivation then? 

The Integrity of the Fukushima landscape ~ 

All the dolphins were massacred in Taji Bay. 

Whiplashed, Parliament focused criminality! 

Free to see ~ to die in Character. 

* 

Metabolism 

Continual Chemical Change ~ 

In Living Organisms by which the Living 

matter is gradually built up and Complex 

Substances broken down ~ 

Do you know we once had a great Empire 

daughter? Sharing Loving Kindness ~ 

* 

Hormone 

‘Organic Compound secreted by the Endocrine 

ductless, gland into the Circulating fluid. 

The regulator of Metabolism. 

Affects Growing and Reproduction ~ 

of You and Me ~ the holistic bumble bee 

The factors of physical enlightenment… 

A Feeder of Natural wholesome energy. 

  Good Seeds ~ Good Fruits 

Good Motives ~ Good Life 

Good Actions ~ Happiness
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Friend 

“Learn from your own mistakes and grow ~” 

The Government Will Not Make You Aware 

brother, Authority will not make you aware mother, 

will they, ask any of the imprisoned suffragettes? 

Unearthing Conspiracies! 

No doubt about the manipulation of our Mind-set. 

Unhealthy soil, growing what with GMO. suicide seeds? 

Learning the natural Truth (how about these Chemtrails?) 

Cabinets full of secrets ~ secretes 

Makes you Afraid? 

“There is something that holds no secrets.” 

The Government Will Not Make You A Poet. 

Love is not Negativity ~ Secretions of their Fear. 

You have to ask ~ the right connections, feelings. 

“Hell is what we do to each other here on Earth” 

How much help do we get from the other side? 

You have to ask; being in Space, to find answers. 

Death is not an end but a new energetic beginning. 

What are we truly doing to each other here on Earth? 

Government will never make you Aware ~ Classified! 

* 

Inhuman 

Open Secrets 

A city of dinosaurs ~ 

The Navajos’ long march! 

Waiting, enduring with faith, 

under a animist, red desert sky. 

They destroyed five thousand stupas. 

Who is not a Slave? Change the Word. 

Civilisation is enjoyed in the still, soft air. 

Sowing God’s seeds on Easter Island ~ 

Who is not an Indentured serf, a Slave?
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Endorphin 

‘Any of a group of polypeptides formed in the brain tissue 

and pituitary gland of higher animals which are thought to 

control the transfer signals at nerve ~ junctions, ensuring 

that behaviour patterns in the individual remain normal. 

Imbalance or malfunction of these polypeptides has 

been reported to be a factor in irrational and violent 

actions and other emotional disorders as well as in 

epilepsy and memory processes’. (Wikipedia) 

“Do you Realise that once we had a Great Empire son?” 

Hiawatha was a Lover ~ he ate berries grown by the Sun. 

Evolving ~ Chemical Messengers 

* 

Meridians 

Causing an Environmental Disaster! 

Decontamination of the sacred soil. 

Is this complementary to natural Joy? 

Go to my herb garden and bring ~ 

dreams from your brain’s right side, 

and the blue tulips of unscientific, pain killers! 

Patterns of a friend’s unusual cerebral waves. 

Don’t dump that waste there ~ 

Healing energies to free the scares. 

White Magic is on its way; peptides to 

change Pain’s moods ~ secreting internally. 

A Mucchero of endorphins ~freely releasing 

* 

Cupidigia 

Réputée pour sa beauté. 

It’s commercial pollution ~ 

devastating poor people; 

humble people, proud
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‘Piti’ 

A marriage of Noble Lovers ~ 

rapture born not terrible savagery! 

Growth, reproduction, inner Peace of Mind. 

Kindred Spirits flying through Space ~ 

Dying children releasing their butterflies. 

“My main concern is to build Consciousness.” 

Leaves of Redemption, Marley soldier wood. 

“Where did you come from Priscilla?” 

“They brought me as a Slave” 

My grandson was a poet ~ 

man of Peace; her eyes tear. 

Brutally murdered in Jamaica! 

   * 

Illusional * Maya 

“If you drop off the ceiling and land on your head, 

its gonna hurt! Now is now and that's for Real ~ 

doesn't matter how much you want to think or say it's not!” 

Getting it done in your mind is getting it done in your mind! 

It's always a good result if you get away with it * Feel Space. 

Open face plan, Biometrics, you're essential, inherently Free. 

Your atoms of the infinite Cosmos * Free to go beyond mind 

* 

Beyond Sufis * Love Cocoon 

Still feeling Cosmic by Shiva’s golden Moon 

still skipping, the light fandangle’s new tune 

still flying high * Psychedelica’s Magic Lune 

still tripping, Imagination’s * Surreal balloon 

Look into the eyes of my beating heart ~ 

touch the Spirit in my clear, bright soul. 

Inside the head of Chaos lies surprise. 

The whirling dervish, vortex meditation. 

Formless 100% ~ what do I Know?
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Rehab Synchronicity 

Wherever we go ~ the right transformation. 

Scalding water is a lesson to my burning leg. 

You go to sleep or does sleep come to you? 

Clearing our processes, wiping our memories 

* 

Enjoying the Sun by the Ocean 

Enjoying it, to dreaming of the pacific isles 

then I want to think of the Chile coup model 

(free the people from themselves) 

The most Cruel destruction of life 

in men, women and children ~ 

What sort of soldiers are these? 

What sort of soldiers are these? 

Unbelievable mankind, again and again 

spending so much time to plunder, destroy 

Creating Violence for Apocalyptic destruction. 

Going out on An A bomb ~ sending their people 

out on a Cruel, screaming pain! 

Who are they? 

I don't want to even think of the Cold War. 

‘American liberators’ in Viet Nam model. 

Whose children were frightened? 

Whose children were melted? 

Whose children were killed? 

Whose brothers and sisters 

Screamed and Screamed and Screamed? 

Do you feel it more fitting for a human being 

to go out of Life as a melted scream in a cloud 

or from a human vision
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Time Enough for Dystopia 

The Car Park gang paid him a visit! 

Unlucky with chopsticks, found one in his cranium 

after twenty years, lucky to be alive ~ not his time! 

‘Marijuana Is Wholesome, yet they languish in jail’ 

“More human than human is our motto” 

Mangoes and Peaches at the Yukon Hotel… 

Genetic ~ Redesigning your Eyes, Brain, your Mind-set matrix 

Added a Voiceprint Identification with a touch of Lemongrass. 

“You think I’m a Replicant don’t you?” 

“It’s painful to live in FEAR isn’t it?” 

‘Cures Not War’ 

* 

Something alive ~ 

Coming Out of the dark 

Do not be afraid 

INSIDE BEAUTY FEELING 

FEELING IT 

Sowing seeds ~ Who is Not a Slave? 

“Interdependent in all its parts” 

She gave 

the Invader 

Lavender 

She gave 

the Invader 

Yellow Violets. 

The body is willing 

so is the heart ~
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Une Guerre Sainte, Jihad, Holy Wars! 

Rhetoric X Radiation, Mother X Earth ~ 

Instead of aggravating them, Pacify them. 

People, famine, insecurity, meaning, heritage, DNA. 

Nerves, gassed to oblivion! After effects, fodder for? 

“How will you stop the stampede General?” 

Will we fight together (against our common enemy!) 

Survival of the fittest; whose teachings were these? 

Flowers on the barricades, people dying for freedom! 

He was a Samaritan, lived at an Oasis along the river ~ 

* 

Sons & daughters 

“Jesus ~ 

In the eyes of the Law 

You Are Guilty!” 

& ‘Schizophrenia 

is a nutritional ~ 

& Metabolic disorder’. 

Collective Unconscious ~ 

‘Malnutrition of Affluence’ 

& esoteric healings… 

changing to a happy hippy. 

Subtle, subliminal powers ~ 

“No, you’re not going blind!” 

Superpowers, super heroes. 

Pools of Insane, Piranha fish. 

Instinctive Knowledge is ~ Real 

nourishment, rhythms of the soil. 

Eating some prehistoric radiation
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Crowns of Wild Flowers 

Do you know the language of Peach blossom, 

the roses of Faiyum, Mimosa ~ the Wild Plum, 

the Language of the Orange tree (generosity), 

Potato (benevolence), Narcissus (egotism), 

Night Shade (Truth), Olive (Peace)? 

Do You Know the Language of Ashoka? 

Do you have such a perfect, social system, 

such an enlightened, conscious, natural state, 

such open Freedom, such a life, that you must 

do such paranoid, schizophrenic, cruelty to rule ~ 

dominate, taking it from other people of this Earth? 

I don’t accept their way, living under Insane threats of 

complete, nuclear annihilation, destruction of ALL Life! 

Is this your Civilised Ideology, you can’t even provide it, 

share it ~ but must protect it by such Inhuman means? 

Is it really worth so much, these collateral damage costs? 

KEEP DEVELOPING YOUR INNER SELF PEACEFULLY 

INTERDEPENDENCE ~ UNIVERSAL ~ INFLUENCES 

WHAT IS THE BEST DEFENCE? 

Defending your ‘Enlightened Way’ of Life 

by means of extreme, first strike, Overkill Systems; Why? 

We want to progress by our way but there’s no Trust ~ 

wanting to expand in the World, without any humanity! 

As your way is directly opposed to ours, we don’t want 

your way to advance more, you need to be subjugated! 

See, we have these weapons for Democratic Capitalism 

and You have your weapons for Marxist-Leninism! 

I am a free citizen of this World in which you wish to 

advance, to Control my way of life in the name of your 

Liberation (though it’s not Dhamma’s vibes). Believe me ~ 

I wish to share in Your Equality and Freedom, if it exists!
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So, you don’t have to destroy all life on Planet Earth ~ 

if given to us, the chance to Live Equally and in Peace, 

that is not threatening us with outright Total Destruction! 

I Will Come to Live with You in narcissistic America ~ 

I Will Come to Live with You in mother Russia’s empire. 

Will you offer us all this alternative, making us World citizens, 

is it really available, or are there some Impossible restrictions? 

Why, isn’t all this Defence spending to let us share in your dream? 

You have great achievements; don’t need an Apocalypse to Win! 

You need to enable us to Acknowledge, YOUR WAY as the Best! 

SO, LET ME IN, IN PEACE ~ NO NEED TO FIGHT, 

NO NEED TO BLOW UP, DESTROY THE WORLD! 

What is the Best Defence? Developing wholesome qualities, 

of the Mind (Sublime), COMPASSION ~ LOVING KINDNESS, 

SYMPATHETIC JOY ~ EQUANIMITY of an ETERNAL HEART 

* 

The Split 

Basically the Cross+ings 

Male female * dimensions 

You proved to Yourself 

that you’re the Master 

of your own beingness ~ 

Don’t have to do it anymore 

but the Proof of the Pudding 

is in a living experience of It ~ 

“You can’t fall out of the Stream” 

Life or death ~ infinitely Universal 

OK it’s all a big wave of the crystal hologram. 

(at least 13 billion light years long on 28/4/09) 

Quantum ~ limitless, multi * dimensional & infinite 

Consciousness is living now in the 3rd dimensional
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Island of Gems 

Important ~ Exportation… 

of Intelligent and strong Elephants. 

Surviving in great parts of the Ancient World. 

Buried deep in the Jungles 

always living in folk legend ~. 

Tended by its hereditary guardians, 

Its original name is Unknown. 

‘A place for ascetics’ 

Rock Crystal eyes ~ 

of a Buddha statue 

in an Ivory Chariot. 

Listen to the sounds of Kalapas. 

Teaching ~ on the summit… 

Overgrown by a Bodhi tree 

* 

He became Enlightened in 528 BC. 

“It is forbidden for a Buddhist to cut 

or harm any part of a Bodhi tree ~ 

The branch miraculously detached Itself, 

and was rooted in a garden bowl 

In Fragrant Earth” 

* 

The light garden 

Lankan Kings, Saints and carvers, 

the Dagaba’s in danger! 

Watching ~ Our heritage crumble away. 

Mankind 

* 

Houses of reeds under the hermit’s Constellation. 

Sacred trees and more Intelligent Elephants ~ 

There ~ Karma’s Guardian Spirits,
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water and fertility. 

Aegean masts regard the open seas. 

Compassionate ~ two attendants 

of the Gods of Wealth. 

Now ~ Enshrined 

“A Society that could Afford 

large amounts of money, time and labour, 

required to build the monasteries ~ 

must have been Wealthy” 

“Welcome to the Jetavana” 

* 

Introduced 

Future medicine 

Burmese rivers ~ 

Bodhisattvas of herbs 

* 

Guard stones 

of Excellent Quality ~ 

Easy of approach; at the Rice boat, 

anyone could fill his begging bowl 

even during ~ severe famine. 

Becoming mad in others’ dramas ~ 

long and troubled history of the relic. 

“It has not Survived” 

Washed away by the Monsoon rains 

* 

Anuradhapura 

Cherished ornaments of his consort, Tara. 

A stone bridge which is sometimes hard to see, 

it looks as though it would easily take an elephant. 

A second stone bridge lies downstream ~ 

Following it ~ to its natural conclusion.
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How long in the Wilderness? 

A tank of glinting Moonstones ~ 

Considered to belong to the Orthodox school. 

Guardian Spirits ~ contemplating, Samadhi Buddha. 

Armed with a flowering branch and vase of plenty. 

Cells of honeycomb absorb the waves ~ 

Surrounded 

Architecture for peace ~ full contemplation. 

How beautiful is the landscape… 

Open to the Sky 

communal meditation in open spaces. 

Endowed it forever. 

Water jars 

* 

Together with women of the harem. 

Design ~ absorbing the Shock! 

Beside a beautiful Bodhi tree 

and an unidentified goddess. 

Sitting by the roadside ~ 

‘Fa Hien’ 

* 

Where he left his clothes and belongings, 

traces were found ~ 

Fed by a Masterpiece of Engineering. 

The Lotus pond 

a favourite place for people 

to watch the sunset over water. 

Wandering ~ discovering 

delightful friezes of elephants; 

playing in a pool of pink lilies
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‘Ficus Religiosa’ 

Arrival of the Bo tree, “Welcome” 

New soft pink leaves ~ first growth. 

Wisdom of footprints and empty thrones. 

Acts of merit ~ Cosmic Altars. 

The next stage of Perfection 

* 

I am Living in a Rainbow ~ 

Anuradhapura 

Roots in the heart ~ Planetary, 

Celestial body 

Revolving about another ~ 

at the foot of the Orchard 

* 

Gold fish fountain 

Delightful, small, pleasure-houses. 

Unknown Identities ~ 

The Isurumuniya Lovers. 

Abdication 

* 

Its Original name is Unknown 

The view from the summit is superb. 

Ruins can be seen all around the base of rocks. 

Inscriptions in this Cave ~ 

Walk on a path through two fields of paddy, 

flashes of a bright blue, King Fisher ~ 

lies the Asokarama monastery, 

spanning a thousand years of monsoons. 

A serene teaching 

** * **
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Asia 

Man on the Moon 

Power of motion ~ 

travelling with Children 

* 

You’re spilling coffee on my thesis. 

Moral: Skilful Action ~ Skilful Peace. 

‘Il faut mettre la matière pour que le feu donne 

la lumière’. ‘Persévérance est avantageuse’ 

“Soigner la Vache ~ amène la fortune” 

“Développer le Potentiel Humain” ~ Vous, nous. 

What’s the Military Industrial Complex brother? 

Live beyond this matrix, develop your Inner ~ self, 

keep it detached from Systems’ Spy-Psy-programs. 

What do they really offer, that’s worth losing a life for? 

Listening to the I Ching, skillful actions being in tune. 

Heart of nature, human heart; orchards of fruit trees. 

Heart of our atomic bees, fair do’s, a natural dance ~ 

Did you ask for Natural Childbirth or a Caesarian? 

Burn me amidst the Natural beauty, I go in peace. 

Is your faith in Reproduction, dependent upon being 

Electronically Tested; result by a scanner machine? 

You feed your Mind ~ electrons of Tele-vision food! 

* 

Still morphed out 

“His wife was a little hippie chick 

in detox; he’s perfectly normal ~ 

goes to work, pays his taxes, married with kids. 

To normal society she’s a deviant, can’t admit it 

but her brain’s in the freezer ~ in Sacramento!” 

A few customers and you’re on top of the World
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Feeling Scared ~ Given Divine Protection 

Breaking baby butterflies on the wheel of Iraq ~ 

And many, many more, corpses in flower gardens. 

Annihilated the most intelligent in Rumi’s orchards. 

Killing, murdering their culture! Genocide is up; shot at dawn. 

Encroachment, fragmentation Invasion, impact disintegration! 

“Love flow frees us forever ~” We really need to replant trees. 

Blowing the Mind-set to bits, severing; Never so Clever! 

IV. pumping Compassion juice and Kumbh Mela jivings. 

Feel the Magic in the songs of life giving Prana ~ 

“Only Love Will Get You through the Night.” Sprite. 

“Hanging from the fan ~ a bullet between the eyes” 

“Beam me up, beam me in” * “You are already in!” 

* 

Invited to Karuna’s potlach 

Calmer out there on the Moon. 

It's Scorpio now ~ 

Sailors, merchants, farmers, Poets, 

Kshatriya adventurers, Philosophers, 

Brahmins and Buddhist missionairies. 

Welcome ~ from far away. 

In forest Temples of ancient Sequoia, 

visiting the lost tribe's Yana pagoda. 

Hiawatha looking through fire smoke. 

Welcome ~ from far away. 

Beautiful rare, bead necklaces, 

a gift to you from our women. 

Painted war chariots and elephants. 

Gone to the fair in Gauguin's canoe. 

Beautiful shell necklaces, offerings 

from our loveliest young women. 

Virgin lands ~ gorgeous panoramas. 

The summer grass houses of shamans
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UNDERCURRENT of LIFE STREAM 

In Buddhist psychology the process of the changing mind is 

manifested in two levels or streams. The subconscious stream 

‘Bhavanga Citta’ and the Conscious stream ‘Vithi citta’ 

Each one merges into the other. The subconscious stream is 

the hidden repository of all the impressions and memories 

of thoughts that pass through the conscious mind; All 

experiences and tendencies are stored up there, but they 

exert an influence over the conscious mind without it being 

aware of the source of this influence. These two streams of 

mind being conditioned by each other. The state of the active 

conscious mind and awareness is generally present during the 

day when one is awake. It is conscious of all impacts and 

impressions continually received from outside, through the 5 

senses or of sensations received from within by way of ideas 

or thoughts or recollections of former thoughts. When this 

conscious stream which is constantly receiving sensation 

from within or without subsides into inactivity, as for instance 

during sleep, the other stream the subconscious (Bhavanga 

Citta) manifests ~ flowing like an undisturbed stream so long 

as the conscious stream does not arise to disturb it through the 

sense channels. When awake every time an arisen thought of 

the conscious mind subsides and before the next thought can 

arise within that infinitesimally minute fraction of time, the sub- 

conscious stream intervenes. Then when the next thought 

of the conscious mind level arises the subconscious stream 

subsides into inactivity. Since innumerable thoughts arise 

and fall one after another during the day, so then are there 

innumerable momentary interruptions to the flow of the 

sub-conscious stream during the day. The sub-conscious  

is referred to as a state of subliminal activity viz. an activity 

that takes place below the threshold of the conscious mind, 

an activity of which therefore there is no awareness on the
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conscious mind. The conscious stream holds only one thought 

or idea at a time, whereas the sub-conscious stream holds 

all the impressions of all the thoughts ideas and experiences 

that enter and leave the conscious mind. This sub-conscious 

life stream allows us to have a memory, conditioning our 

thinking and action. The Bhavanga is the ‘bhava’(existence) 

‘anga’ (factor). ‘Bhavanga Citta’ is the indispensable factor 

or basis of existence. The factor of life by means of which 

the flow of existence or being is maintained without a break. 

The continuing basis or undercurrent of life, the stream of 

existence keeping life going. This stream of being is an 

indispensable condition of individual life. It is comparable 

to the current of a river when it flows calmly on, unhindered 

by any obstacle, and when that current is opposed by any 

thought from the world within or perturbed by tributary 

streams of the senses from the world without then thoughts 

in the conscious mind stream arise. There is a juxtaposition 

of momentary states of consciousness, subliminal and  

supra-subliminal throughout a lifetime. 

* 

From ‘Rebirth Explained’ by V. Gunaratna. 

Buddhist Publication Society. Kandy, Sri Lanka. 1980. 

This essential conscious ~ subconscious life stream is felt as 

a flow of sensations in the body/mind and the equanimous ~ 

awareness of this ever-changing flow of sensations ~ 

‘Sampaggana Satimo’ is what Vipassana meditation (as taught 

by S. N. Goenkaji, www.dhamma.org) uses in practice to make 

us realise our Inner true being ~ ‘going with the flow, freedom, 

consciousness, transcendence, self-realization beyond illusion, 

conditionings, ignorance, distractions, manipulations, ego trips. 

Energetic fields, Cosmic realities, realization being now is the 

allowance to live in this changing Bhavanga wave of existence. 

See ‘The Four Sublime States’ Nyanaponika Maha Thera, BPS.
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I Love dancing on the stones of beautiful rivers 

How lucky I am dear people, 

look at me; how fortunate! 

Walking back from the highest peaks on Earth 

towards Kathmandu 

the visions to see, the planets revolve 

Now, look for a yellow mustard flower field ~ 

* 

On the way ~ 

a thin path, meandering the slopes 

a little above the one of water 

it begs to be walked along. 

Which gate of fate? 

I shall enquire. 

* 

Human brothers, 

at home, study, trade 

my joy of life 

the task of such a walk, 

given me ~ my fate in life 

here made. 

* 

There, are two fluttering butterflies 

blue and black pinned to the mud ~ 

wings beating as the beating heart 

trees stay still ~ the soft breeze, free 

it carries the calling goat herder to me. 

If you too could see this idyllic path 

from your apartment in Marine city 

or office in the Seaforth building ~ 

and feel this sun on the Cote d'Azur.
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The river begged me too much 

to look into her eyes ~ 

with her tears slipping down ~ 

were millions of different worlds. 

The hills seem forever of Spring, 

the time of new colours of trees. 

Thoughts of the winding, stony river-  

bed are unsure if it's springtime true. 

But, look at the cones on the pine tree 

strung by the sprays of green; her fruits 

for the springtime harvest, her jewels. 

Earth's stream, a pane clear ~ 

pieces of submerged living, 

still, washed. 

* 

What am I doing? 

I'm jumping over the stones of a river bed. 

Stood, listening and feeling the flow, 

bubbles on rocks, silvery lot, 

from a valley in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

dancing on rocks 

wading the cold of the snows, 

wondering of its vegetation, 

sitting by pools, disturbing the mud 

in a river of  Nepal. 

What are you doing?
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What am I doing? 

Staring at the bouquet of red rhododendrons, 

alone in the green with sprays of cherry blossom, 

dark pink on a distant rock, gazing at leaves asleep, 

swept to the deep and the frenzied ~ 

reflection of the ripples on the rocks. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

In front of a pine tree 

with scented cones, 

a wood of candelabra, 

natural artistic creation, 

even the old broken bark ~ 

the thin manicured branches 

coiffed, psychedelic plumes. 

* 

“Namaste” 

Greeting an old man 

carrying a basket ~ 

on a path in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

Waving at the boys 

playing and fishing on the rocks 

at the top of the waterfall. 

Hearing the sounds of a group of men 

washing their hands and feet 

refreshing their faces. 

I am following the steps 

of another band ~ 

as they quicken to the water.
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“I am sorry, no cigarette” 

for the boy who came up 

from a cascade in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

I am admiring the young girl 

cutting rice up to her waist in green 

invisible when stooped. 

Listening to the birds 

aware of a woman pass behind, 

baby tied to her waist ~ 

At the end of a path in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

I am sitting outside a chai shop ~ 

in front, my yellow mustard flowers, 

a young goat nibbling on the floor 

of the valley, a lush verdant green 

full of fluttering white butterflies ~ 

A good spring time rice harvest, 

from a plantation in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

I am passing ~ through a village 

with the people and the cows, 

women carrying heavy baskets. 

A hen and the standing men 

beautiful dark eyed 

contented children
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A Nepali song on the radio 

and a barking dog too ~ 

from a village in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

I am hearing the cry of a baby, 

the “bye, bye”, “bye, bye ~ pais!” 

of the young brothers and sisters. 

Regarding the marzipan textures, 

and assorted biscuit coloured houses. 

Smiling at fine little followers of 10 minutes. 

“one rupee, hallo, one cigarette?” 

“well ~ bye bye” 

from along a road in Nepal. 

What are you doing? 

* 

What am I doing? 

Absorbing the town, sound, 

sensing it all ~ end of the day. 

Smelling, hearing, seeing, new 

bricks collected from the kilns. 

* 

Beside the well, water jars are filling. 

As in a dream along a stony, dusty 

village road, poor, simple houses. 

At dusk, hens and children ragged, 

squatting women, gazing, smoking. 

Met in the road ~ a big white buffalo, 

boys pulling its tail, and a family of pigs. 

What did you do today? 

** * **
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Natural Information 

Free making decisions, because I don’t make them anymore. 

Regeneration not degeneration ~ Visualising, As it is! 

Micro*organisms micro-mutation micro Cosmologicals. 

Organic seeds Can’t be Patented, for Profit, Thank God! 

Pharmaceutical Corps, bio-tech Industries are on the Rampage! 

GMO. Epidemic, Processed foods inducing diseases in nature! 

Rejuvenating your body ~ a very energetic conscious Universe 

* 

Angry for Everything! 

Everything’s possible, no money to eat, they lost her organs! 

“You’re not stupid if you don’t know; You’re stupid 

if you don’t want to know” ~ OK they’re just stupid! 

Death waking up ~ a dream going into another dream. 

“A bottle of Acid in prison, gave them their first drop!” 

“& that girl’s very loud, this is a hotel not a brothel!” 

They get very upset if you f.... with their ego. 

“No, you never want to be stuck in Chennai!” 

Somethings are, somethings aren’t 

when the Psychedelics run out! 

‘Just be Aware like Anywhere’ 

   * 

Candle * lights 

“I am not thinking ~ who am I, without my Absolute Mind!” 

Up to what you want to experience; Good if you allow ~ 

Your self to flower ~ allows others to relax and flower too. 

Not being imprisoned, when we start to harvest Space. 

Be in it and dissolve it ~ 

Intention becomes Reality. 

“We’re building the future vision” 

Being a faster channel to fulfillment
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WE ARE THE UNIVERSE 

“Corruption is from the grass roots level all the way to the stars!” 

“You are not a human being you are an Inter*dimensional being 

having a human experience” Consciousness in its Purest Form. 

Interactions of your Aura burning the flame of all your Senses! 

Natural vibration, sounds, mantras; is Universal flowing energy! 

Shiva dancing in the membrane of the Cosmos through eternity. 

Spirit, matter, dualities, polarities; Now it seems all One ~ “YES!” 

Seeing sacred Temples in the Forest ~ “Life Itself Is bio-spiritual” 

Controlled by silly thoughts; the bottom line ~ Is feeling GOOD. 

Those dirty cunts, that ignorant twat, he’s a wanker, she’s a dike, 

they’re activists, they’re Infidels, she’s a slag and it’s a f.... Alien! 

There’s No ‘ME’ all just a fantastic illusion, then it becomes clear. 

* 

The beautiful faces of happy children 

Pokhara valley ~ nature and humans 

Lake Phewa ~ 

Gurung villages 

The Annapurna range 

Timelessness 

Tibetan traders, antiques, stones, 

silver, ringing bowls, coral beads. 

Turquoise, rich local people. 

Gold earrings, nose rings, 

the bazaar, tailors, chai, 

mountain people, activity, life. 

Amazingly beautiful women ~ 

upright, proud, strong, desirable. 

Carrying their water jars, 

working so hard ~ 

washing in the lake.
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Learning from our Discernment to it. 

“When did you realize that you fell out of loving me?” 

“Why do we have such a bad impression of Duality?” 

Now we’re out of that Power Game, fed with ‘blah, blah, ba, ba, ba’ 

Who is still manipulated by their negative frequencies? Say cheese! 

Filling Your head with Non Stop, illusions of THINKING for this/that. 

Which is fine up to a point ~ always remember the energetic spaces. 

Trapped like a Rat on a Matrix WHEEL of THOUGHT but it’s all only 

spiraling chiaroscuro energies ~ you are its dissociated, Realisation. 

‘Sat Chit Anand’ ~ other nice words to contemplate on; try ‘Unity’. 

Made the wings out of wax but they melted in the Sunshine. 

“Year of the Tiger and I’m only a horse in a Vortex!” 

* 

To Anicca ~ Anicca ~ Anicca 

Please don’t miss isles ~ 

Silver porpoise, pastel flying fish. 

Calmly watching each Instant 

Changing ~ Buddha sky. 

True Happiness 

Taking the liner ‘Meditation’ 

Waves surf the Sea of moments 

* 

All the Composition of Atomised Grass 

Opening to Spiritual Trance, sexual magic, orgasms of ecstasy. 

Suffocating from the factories’ fumes, she’s become a neurotic! 

“They want Meaning, not allowing a basis of uncertainties of life” 

Let’s have some Sensitivity to other aspects of Planetary living. 

Beautiful visuals, abstract designs of exotic insects and flowers. 

Looking into a non*linear narrative between unspoken SPACES. 

Impossible to analyze the ‘Purposes’ in the life of a bumble bee. 

No Ultimate Control Centre, be spontaneous ~ as it’s happening. 

Seeing their emotional-psychological responses in this moment
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Crumbling Fake 

“Don’t let it bring you down its only castles burning” 

They lost their feeling body ~ 

They have to feel over other people’s bodies 

No more in the hindrance, finding a way around 

A big, Big Warp in the 3rd dimensional 

‘It’s All happening, becoming in the Process’ 

The Best is to be Yourself ~ Live Yourself 

Be in your heart, that’s why you’re here 

Showing you’re not in the fear patterns. 

Heart to Heart * Crystal Consciousness 

* 

Connection * Life is a dance ~ If you let it be 

We dance close, intuitively & sometimes far apart. 

Just following your mind, body to the heart chakra. 

It’s lovely sitting in the Sun ~ worshipping, witnessing 

Great Central Solar source * which is all life forms. 

Gives unconditional love, non-judgmental, life force. 

It is the Abundance ~ is light is love, the heart flame ~  

Just gives and gives, gives and gives forever & forever. 

Our inheritance is to be in the joy, bliss of consciousness. 

I love it all, I love it all ~ loving is an essential part of it all. 

Love trance n dance ~ to stay in love with everything. 

“I love you” ~ “I LOVE IT ALL” ~ Sacred Marriage. 

We are the love, so be it observing inside silently 

Evolution of love, I believe it, they live it, romantically. 

It’s a needy love, expectation always draining your cup 

if you haven’t the joy of joy ~ It can be intense density. 

Here to experience it, ready, it’s staying in love with it all, 

having the enhanced grounded harmony ~ free of gravity
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Common question to a traveller (of 40 years) 

Which is your favourite country? 

I Love the Country of Pink Floyd 

I Love the Country of Jacques Cousteau 

I Love the Country of Smiling children 

I Love the Country of Birds high in the trees 

I Love the Country of Botticelli 

I Love the Country of colourful windmills turning 

I Love the Country of Marie by the blue French window 

I Love the Country of Acid Jazz and Fantasy 

I Love the Country of Cockatoos dancing on a crystal piano 

I Love the Country of a white rhinoceros sky 

I Love the Country of a lake of shining tipis 

I Love the Country of truth. 

* 

Proper rinsing it. 

GOA ~ “I’ve come here NOT to be miserable loving you!” 

You wanna stay connected, send a Cosmic Spirit Art card. 

Why would they stop me walking up the hill and taking off? 

Friends are the ones who’d let you crash ~ on their sofa! 

Yogini’s Tantric King, erotically, surreal, love poesia in flow. 

24 hour, full power, no shower ~ energy on the dancefloor! 

Institutionalised at Curlies beside a sultry Indian Dora Maar. 

Truth of being, it’s fabulous to have a seductive muse darling. 

Everything In Existence Is Divine 

* Space Travel * Is * Time Travel * 

* 

A new beginning 

message to the animals, that we are coming, 

coming in Peace, that we’ve got to come ~ 

It will be cool and the animals responded
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“Just do it” 

Connected to bliss ~ perfect on the beach. 

The Earth is turning continuously and so are we. 

You are experiencing it don’t need the books or labels. 

In bed with a baby snake, what to do? You play with it. 

They Hijacked the Swastika symbol, try some Swiss Reiki. 

Maybe they also hijacked our Attention span! Call it PsyOps. 

To create that social identity waiting forever for their Messiah, 

nothing to do with the current moment ~ dive in now to heal it. 

Where did you get your Paranoia? From the best looking Narcissist! 

All around shouting at us, “WAKE UP!” Living rainbow colours of life. 

Frequency of a Sunflower ~ there’s a Shaman’s bouquet inside here! 

Heard beautiful music, bluebells and daffodils vibrating in the air. 

Another kind of sound at different levels of Perception 

* 

8.5hz. Binaural, Psyche Universal Inshallah, Super Shanti. 

The Solfeggio frequencies ~ 174Hz, 285Hz, 396Hz, 417Hz, 

528Hz, 639Hz, 741Hz, 852Hz, 963Hz ~ Positive shifts. 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid, DNA. * to see the one in all we see. 

Different intensities ~ Vibrational tones of Cosmic galaxies. 

* 

Kali’s final statement ~ Karma’s a groovy thing 

Unfriended, free and single ~ If I want to do it I’ll do it! 

It’s called Craic in a tube and You got the Biggest dose! 

Activating the proper Programs having a lot of connectivity. 

“You get down on the floor and interact with your children.” 

Just go with it, be here now, life is life, death is energy too. 

‘If it’s meant to be it will be’ ~ witnessing, Power * in Leela 

not in a racists’ slave market, bought and sold for shekels! 

The Rave party happens going into Psy-transcend-mental! 

“You smile, enjoying Ecstasy * supraorbital sensitivity” 

Love everybody ~ creating an atmosphere
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Angels are good 

Psychopaths they have no human feelings or empathy ~ 

They Keep on Terror-rising Us ~ Malleable for Machiavelli! 

The Sun can never know darkness because it's always light. 

Absence doesn't make the heart grow fonder ~ be here now. 

No need wanting in Real life ~ they think the wanting is Love! 

Love doesn't have an absence; Is Hate an absence of Love? 

It's just duality, opposites, dialectics, polarities, wanting both ~ 

When you're in emotional depression, rejections chain reaction; 

it's hard to find something else, any reflection to be joyful about. 

Moon is the Moon * Sun is the Sun and skies of twinkling stars 

* 

Thanks to Everyone 

People are being slaughtered….. 

& the sweet tenderness of that kiss! 

Buildings collapsing on top of you ~ 

You’re still alive! 

The Sun will shine again 

* 

Prohibited on land ~ Bigotry’s fine at sea 

Many methods of austerities, Yoga asanas, Torture… 

We’re havin FUN for fuckin sure! Full On, switched Off! 

The Launch pad, straight up, out the body into ethereal. 

‘Nothing is Solid it’s all conceived in our Consciousness’ 

‘Lock into it therefore so be it ~ embracing New SPACE’ 

Stay in the bliss whatever you hear, whatever happens ~ 

being bombarded with shit to keep us in FEAR-Sanctioned! 

‘They’ve gone on their yachts to drink with playboy bunnies.’ 

Call it Baksheesh, a Gift, Bribes, Overseas Development Aid. 

Yet getting 100 whip lashings on her Adulterated back in public. 

All bowing in the same direction, then cutting each other’s throats!
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Caring Is Sharing ~ Not Compulsory Obsessive 

Believing she’d always love you and you’ll never let her go! 

Opening the Love channel up ~ all in the appreciation 

of this wonderful natural light in the garden of Life. 

Feeding our twin flame all the time ~ giving love back 

You’re OPEN ~ Feeling the energy lighting up, it’s ON. 

We have Ignition! The energy that is LOVE in Itself ~ 

* 

Ferocious Crusaders 

A bunch of Murdering, sadistic, Luciferian bastards; Knights - 

Templars all about War and Empire and killing all in their way! 

Absolutely Ruthless, Top Illuminati managing God’s holy relics. 

Pick of the day, International Operations controlling the Planet. 

All over the place ~ Management Systems! Satanic on the wall. 

A broken Cross, Shock & Awe of War! Is it very Glorious to you? 

Its appreciating your*self in the bliss ~ the Challenge of the day! 

* 

Sold for a Copper Pan 

Do you ever feel like burning ~ going up in crazy, hazy smoke? 

In a Love bubble, not saving anybody; I’m saving myself Baba. 

When you buy & Sell People, burning cars on the street’s nout! 

Want it spontaneous right now right here ~ she’s my Love child. 

Just gettin’ on with it, walked around the corner and WOW! 

Rammed with totty 

* 

You’re the ONE 

What Idea do you want? Looking out for it. 

You can live it the way you want to live ~ 

“compromise is the lie of not being myself” 

“I’ve got to see it, feel it to believe it” 

“She wasn’t demonic enough!” 

Death by drugs room, 120R.
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Goldfinch 

Hanging from my Parachute. 

Inside a great Banyan tree 

my camouflage suit ~ 

hides my sight ~ from 

a python of the night. 

Beauty passes oh so near ~ 

to this nutmeg grove of fear. 

For the warriors of this tribe 

the Sun has set long ago…. 

just the rhythm of the stream 

and magic force of dream. 

Pastel Angels come to ease my pain ~ 

How long before they find the wreckage 

and rest me in the land of herbs 

and children’s smiles ~ 

The branch is breaking 

I’m on the ground 

I hear a waterfall 

* 

Is it up & down or is it round & around 

In & out of spiral lingam Vortices * I’m sharing my Goa flow ~ 

Streaming dark matter’s light energy, molten Consciousness. 

Treading their own path of pseudo Intellectual Propaganda. 

Competitive, Judgment, Control, Identity, using Psychology. 

You don’t Know what you think you know ~ It takes you.... 

State Education vs True to Yourself; Tribal vs Corporate System. 

If a reactionary to things who are you? How about these waves ~ 

Spirit still dancing ~ losing yourself in the rhythm of Psytrance. 

Jesus wasn’t a dancer or was he? 

“I’d like to think he’d gone to a few raves” 

Illegal, secret, fantastic, brilliant, wicked!
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My darling who invites the spirits if they wish 

to enjoy the strawberries and desert figs ~ 

so your caravan will glide to Kilimanjaro to 

sing there and perform Kabuki for your Lord. 

My darling 

Ambrosia is the sweet juice 

on your lips ~ wet 

and between your legs, 

Spirits at your side 

desire so much your blossom 

as a bee cherishes the perfume 

of the sweetest flower 

Subtle are their extractions 

as they enter the soft petals 

Inside they wish your sparkle 

but today your colour has fallen pale 

and your eyes gleam less. 

The dazzle of your movements is slow, my darling 

who has yet to sail by felucca down the Nile and to 

meditate in quiet under the pinkest trees of mount Fuji. 

My darling whose perfume will scent 

the nature of many delicate impressions. 

Now your sweetest strength of life 

is needed to fountain many loves 

and to warm erogenous twinkles 

as you do now my heart and pupils. 

Spirits fall as leaves to allow ~ 

the spring and summer of your sailing. 

The bluest Oceans will yet see ~ your caravan 

pass in wildest colour ~ to the golden dunes. 

Spirits sit and drink with me ~ at the oasis 

Purple nomads will feed us dates ~ 

Strength for the star route
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Super Charismatic 

“We’re on the other side of the lead cataclysmic wheel” 

“Didn’t see anything; I was enjoying down at the beach” 

“Do you know a place called the Ding Dong in Aswem?” 

…that’s flippin’ your brain, like everyone, I need my fix. 

Girl in a sparkling white bikini on a tropical beach ~ 

That’s the attraction of girls isn’t it? Babe Magnets! 

I just sucked it right in ~ down the Cosmic river 

through a Supranova of Sensual Pleasure ~ 

* 

Japanese Cherries 

The pinkest trees of Fuji 

the bluest skies ~ 

the pinkest blossoms 

are you now ~ 

reflected in my eyes 

* 

Total Violence & Total Opening 

Star Trek, X Files, The Simpsons, & Blitz the Cat on Peyote, 

testing everything in his van along the Super Highway of Life. 

84 and frightened to Open the door ~ obsessed, brainwashed, 

compulsion. ‘70 years old and you’re dead before you’re dead’ 

Turn on Sky’s TV go to your favourite Vampire, Horror channel. 

Someone will understand it ~ “What people don’t understand is 

we’re All Killers inside! “Who’s got their hands on the Remote?”  

* 

Good for Suffering ~ 

Get the Pain Killers out! 

“Light the Fire, get on with it!” 

You can see why people walk around mountains on their knees. 

“Not really”
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‘Ishq’ ~ Universal Love 

“How come the Poorer the nation the bigger the heart?” 

How far do you have to go to find someone on that Level? 

Who wants to be the next Martyr for sociopathic wo/men? 

Here’s a non-delusional message from Scorpio girl! 

“I Love this moment we’re sharing together” 

Accepting, enjoying no fear tendencies 

* 

Going to the Glowing Source 

Surrounded by people living in the happy vibe ~ 

Push value out and let it flow ~ living with my tribe. 

We all want something more ~ until! 

Wherever you got that feeling in your heart 

Life continues ~ 

* 

Money is a Great Motivator 

When I realized it, I got a shock! 

Bloodsucking the people’s wealth. 

Keeping them only Interested in Debt  

to someone; Who makes the Control! 

International financial lenders, Predators! 

“Let the pain flow out and give it to the Divine” 

Awareness of any forgiveness, another dimension 

* 

Nod & Smile of the Bigger Picture! 

“Somebody should break her heart so she feels what it is like!” 

Puppets reading the News; The Truth happens, It is happening 

New Satellites launched into the sky ~ to see cosmic rain falling. 

Bring in those transgendered Christians to meet the Gladiators! 

What sort of Mindset is that? Globalism, Oligarchy & Tyranny! 

Let’s be delirious, we’re all human beings living in a biosphere. 

This is Not a dream ~ turning rain into rainbows not Monsters!
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Paradise Now Symbol 

Good Life ~ “I haven’t got time to come down!” 

“Are you gonna move it for her?” “I’ll lift one end for shore” 

Take responsibility, You have to ‘Own It’; It’s being Conscious 

choices you make with your Karma ~ where you takin’ me now? 

One burst of energy going in at least six different ways ~ 

Chasing my thoughts on a magical roller coaster 

“I came into this vibe as the Lover” 

* 

In Another Frequence. 

Dragons are another expression of Mother Earth. 

Like us and transmuting ~ Fire, light puts you higher. 

Utopian Intent ~ can be your Reality just be in the moment. 

How does it feel being in the ZERO of allowance? Gives Space 

for Spirit to Unfold ~ whatever it will be *differently, duality, infinity. 

In a Playground where the polarities are forming within the friction. 

Expression of your Qualities, what do you want to show? 

Making a Higher expression ~ Cosmic Love Consciousness 

* 

The 3D Baba’s Shop 

He’s a friend, he knows many people, lost in the Pubic pyramid. 

“Your wife is a coke whore in my Palace”. That’s a Tough one! 

Goddess of the Revulva carved into my diamond lotus locket. 

“I’m comin’ through don’t get in me way or I’ll mince you!” 

All yu wanna do is live the life yu wanna live ~ while 

they worked on putting out the negative frequency ~ 

False Identifications ~ go in that state & ask for Help! 

Have the allowance to let it be ~ to give up to it. 

Angels are Vibrations that you call in ~ 

letting them through to share the light. 

Your Intent becomes Reality ~ 

She’s healing my Soul
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Bliss Beach 

Feeling the Harmony and Peace at the Hanuman Temple. 

Sitting in Nirvana, gazing at the wonder of the Himalayas. 

Psychedelic, exotic beauties swimming in the sea of Siam. 

Connecting the harmony in the here & now presence 

Trusting your own feelings ~ 

You are always in Paradise. 

* 

‘The Lie’ 

I create my own Reality ~ how you see it. 

You can relax in it ~ feeling its resonance 

See how it flows by Itself ~ through duality. 

Allowing the flow to be ~ 

Delusion that we are separated 

FROM IT 

* 

Chasing Medieval Flames 

Humanitarian of the 1st order left in the cemetery of the Kings. 

Site was Catastrophic, Bombs screaming into the Green Zone! 

Hot load into an Evacuation helicopter, traumatized in twilight. 

“God made men ~ Men made slaves” 

* 

Helios ~ Sun Sultan 

Obelisks of Amun ~ Karnak to the Oceanic Pyramid at Tulum. 

Rendez vous by a Megalith with the famed 7 dolls of Oxkintok 

Anunnaki arriving from the 6th Planet 

Passed the 8 Rayed star of Venus 

saw Jacob on a ladder wrestling an Angel ~ 

Took the ‘Ben Ben’ Celestial boat and met Ra 

on her way from Jupiter to Earth ~ Terra*firma.
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Proton Pill Box 

The Grim Reaper’s rat a tat tat, horrible Death & Destruction! 

Terrorised beyond your Imagination or dancing in Exstasis ~ 

Hiros Gamos with molecules of bliss ~ Something must Exist! 

Radio Active rocks, X Rays, Uranium Alpha waves, Radium. 

Found sub*atomic particles in all the Oceans of the World. 

Why is so much empty dark energetic space existing? 

Without realising ~ had a leap of Telepathic genius. 

Making hay with nymphs while the Sun shines. 

Came back, Creative flow ~ can’t stop 

* 

‘Kallisti’ ~ The Beautiful Island. 

Astral Messages at Ziggurats of the Red Jaguar, Chichen Itza. 

Met Invaders of the Toltecs solving an enigmatic, Mystic cube ~ 

deciphering Legends of Atlantis, vibrating inside Phaestos’ tube. 

Rejecting harmful, antipsychotic drugs, many Chemical Koshes! 

Climbed to the apex of Quetzal’s Temple with my hot Phoenician 

Punk bride, her sparkly eyes singing Love, Peace, Rock & Roll ~ 

don’t be long 

* 

My Thing ~ This Big Connection with nature! 

Agreed Not Greed ~ Quality of Life for us all. 

* 

Energy Field Paintings 

Contemplation of the reality of their latest discovery ~ 

Mind Vacuum * living in a World of apparent Insanity! 

Made another bloody sacrifice to its Gods of duality. 

The Deity was enticed by the smell of roasting meat. 

How about that? There you go then, in a mad frenzy!
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Le Sensorial * Imagination ~ Enchantment & Inspiration. 

Who I Am; a Human? Was he taking any Psyche active drugs? 

Yes something Original ~ taking a red pill of 365*, for the Brain! 

Observing the Sub Conscious ~ Art showing Separate Realities 

Your Self ~ seeing through Mirrors of Dreams * Multi*Identities* 

Flying over snowy mountain peaks, dancing with a green fairy. 

Dreaming of a Aryan Goddess, beautiful naked female Queen. 

Holding Sky bird cut - outs filled with azul space and reveries. 

Mystic Owls flying through Landscapes of the Mind’s symbols. 

Green apples, celestial nymphs, silhouettes, bowler hats, pipes, 

abstract rainbows, silver spheres, Suprasense Consciousness. 

Smiling to myself; searching for Truth, on a bright, sunny day. 

White clouds drifting over the calm, languid, aquamarine sea. 

Feelings of Intuition, evoking ~ light beyond some far horizon. 

Are these Representations hallucinations, illusions, delusions? 

Passing along cold, dark tunnel walls, by a grey stone balcony. 

Framing a view into the Surreal distance out beyond ~ Infinity. 

Aware of more energy fields becoming manifested ~ Spirituality 

Surprise, pictures unfolding ~Tarots of Psychology & Prophecy. 

‘The Great Expectation, La Memoire, La Faith, Boundlessness. 

Standing in a Circle of Clairvoyance, embracing a magical fish. 

Visual language, Poetry, codes, hieroglyphics of the Irrational 

understanding not making any normal, formal sense of reality. 

Psychedelic Mind playing in Creation ~ Extra Dimensionality. 

‘Memory’ of a Voyage, the blank page suspending a full moon, 

looking at distant houses, windows illuminated in the Twilight. 

Heart wearing a violet mask interpreting spatial timelessness. 

All Paradox out of Context. Question, does it make you Think? 

Searching for the Empire of the Absolute in a Gothic hologram. 

Bird’s eggs in a nest, bright stars, reflections in a still night pond. 

Trees bare of leaves standing alone, witness to passing seasons. 

Is it a nightmare ~ it’s a daydream, a trip into nature’s Soul…
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Wikid leaks ~ What are their names? 

Refractions, delusions all leading you down the garden path. 

TO A DEADLY END. Many UFO crashes ~ had human Pilots! 

Many of them are shimmering Holograms for the distractions 

of your heart and Mind; Engaged in the Illusion of the ‘FORM’. 

‘Won a Nobel Peace Prize for launching the most Tomahawks’ 

Congratulations! Truth is not always a pleasant thing they say. 

Manifested, traveling across distant galaxies to open Stargates. 

Chaos right in front of you ~ dancing with shadows on the bus. 

Now who engineered this Financial Crash? Who got the dough? 

Who owns the Debt? Ask the Illuminati et al it’s that simple now. 

Ooops sorry the $ has died, had its death, so has the £ € & Yen! 

Why construct a full on duality ~ Isn’t it a Kaleidoscopic reality? 

Communicating energy in Pure thought ~ receiving Telepathy. 

Primitives tuning into the big Mother ship seeing Orange Orbs. 

Dropped out of sight, 200 million energy fields bending Space 

However you like it. 

* 

Everyone wants a Boost! 

The Movie is in you ~ how you look outside. 

Everyone is going through 

the intensity of change ~ 

New JOB description. 

Work on the Inside ~ 

Recognize and do it. 

Cleaning our crystal. 

Everything else will fall apart ~ 

Focusing the density on the point. 

What do you want to live, African Goddess? 

Because it’s changing all the time. 

We are in its energetic array
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Pop on the beach 

“Ding dong”. “It wasn’t mumbo-jumbo it was real inside ~ 

a confused, psychotic mind” What is the truth of a Vision? 

Back brain, right hemisphere ~ full facial, shape recognition. 

Imprinting inbuilt. Who are you, who am I? What do we see? 

Woke up his world had changed ~ brain had a big movement! 

Changed into something unrecognizable, everything else was 

the same, had had a stroke; Memory suffering disorientation ~ 

Interaction through recognising the expressions of an Identity. 

Reformatted itself ~ One sense re-adapting for another sense. 

Only way left was Communicating through touch. 

One of their lads kept white rabbits in a cage. 

* 

 Sacred Bio * Ceremonies 

Encountered baby Beelzebub with an AK27! ‘Hippy Killer’! 

Dead famous, cutting corners in India ~ a right Fakir bodge! 

One puff to another world, feed the weed! Ayuhuascan Poet 

Taking the edge off it ~ making the Square mile into a Spiral! 

“You have to give it total respect, less class A’s the better*Om” 

Twisted, hot & curious flowering inside a cave full of enzymes. 

“When I die my eyes will be closed, my heart will be Open ~” 

‘Hard life well lived’ *ask the Hottentot Venus for a squiggle 

* 

The Rishikesh Yogi Mafia 

Free from the Mind trip ~ Mind’s always tellin’ you what to do. 

That is the ultimate dream machine ~ Happening according to 

the Mind. Caught in the Maya ~ the Matrix * Flyin’ on MDMA*  

Be a nice person that’s all, stay in the beauty of it, grow in love  

Which Reality do you want? Red Pill or blue Pill, or Rainbows? 

Asking the Oracles on how to aspire to the Higher ~ bandwidth. 

Intent making it happen ~ finding out the path and walking on it. 

To just be ~ happy in Eden’s spectrum
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‘Mother Gota Kola, Ka Maga’ 

“It’s a blessing to leave the body” 

Let the Universe take over reality. 

Giving & receiving Loving Compassion ~ 

Putting yourself in the Violet, golden white flame. 

We think we have to be Separate to get more Power! 

We live in Abundance, are you taking it all for granted? 

Welcome to a Unified field, existence in the 5th Dimension. 

You are Enlightened, this moment disappears~ 

just have to fall in the frequency of enlightenment 

You are it, embodying it now 

* 

Corruption Eruption Decoy 

Les droits humains, article 1: 

‘Men are born and remain free 

and equal in rights’. Hard to believe? 

Using a sustainable natural resource ~ 

built it for the Montrose Lunatic Asylum. 

Unearthed another Plan for Mass deception, reduction. 

“Is this Real World or an Exercise?” “No, this is Real world!” 

Interceptor jets flew in the wrong direction ~ on an assumption 

that the attack would come from the sea not from over the city! 

“Now you can’t Trust the official leaders of your Government!” 

“Civilian casualties should be down to a minimum Commander ~ 

do you wish to deploy, over?” “Let’s nuke the bastards!” Praise be! 

Abomination, bombin’ here, a bombin’ there, Bombin’ everywhere! 

* 

Intuitive Yoga 

A Major gateway with Magical numbers. 

Met Hermit #9 making his own Universe. 

Cleansing, relief, let it all go ~ Release. 

Making the Full Circle of Allowance 

And Experiencing it ALL.
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Crust of Crystals 

Enjoying Mother Earth as soon as you leave the Highway ~ 

You’re off the Grid. Out of the loop ~ nature’s not an Ego Matrix 

Over powering Isolation ~ standing out in your own shiny shoes! 

Smoking for Shiva, loves you to smoke, have the best experience. 

“The days are filled because you don’t put anything special in” 

What the fuck was that! I’ve given up on it ~ I’ve accepted it, 

It’s gone, not a worry anymore, dispelled the deep karmic seed. 

‘We used to play round Bomb shelters, in Anti-personal mines’ 

* 

She has to break the Illusional-Mould, but It’s Alive In My Mind! 

Hyper active, ADHD * You understand her. I think I understand 

myself, sorry can’t be involved in your crazy world; Channellin ~ 

He means it, I Love it, now you Know; We’ve all done that one. 

She told me stories, her sexy toys, catamite boys, she don’t lie! 

I’m falling in Love with you; Open ~ letting our energies attract, 

black, white, Yellow, blues, reds it’s all inclusive, Unconditional. 

Look at our behavior Cleopatra, Maniacs Insanities, brutalities. 

Tyrannical despots, decadent psychopaths, no respect for life! 

Selfless ~ Unconditional Love, pitted against Licentious evils. 

Always like to see the good guys in action ~ Trusting to Trust 

* 

Under the Pixie Flag 

That chair says a lot ~ very dingly dell this garden. 

“When I’m trashed I can find the camp” 

Tripped through Tent city like a Gazelle. 

‘Come to see the secret Underworld’ 

In a magic, Cosmic landscape ~ 

Giving it my undivided attention. 

Jellyfish as an Alien Spaceship. 

“It’s flyin’ yu dragon”
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Insensitive ~ Sensitive 

“She don’t take nothing but DMT” 

“It’s raining Radiation” 

Opening Up Now ~ 

She has similar frequencies. 

When you’re in the Divine 

You’re in the Divine 

* 

Constructivism 

‘Comrade Makakovsky shot himself, alone sitting in his chair! 

Denounced as a fantastic eccentric in a world of Social Realism. 

Where is the absent, creative poet in the mould ~ of our pattern? 

Add his name to 700,000 undesirables killed by Stalin’s Police... 

Heroic parachutists flying through mosaic skies to save their State. 

Soviet angels defending the people from the exterminating Nazis. 

Avant Gardism, dissidents, all depicted living in a Happy Land! 

Yes there’s been an Imaginary Revolution, an even better Ideal. 

‘ A painting of Uncle Joe, a holy Icon hanging on everyone’s wall 

In the background a little black secret Police car; Watching You!’ 

What do they do? Let’s have an underground Art Exhibition; da! 

* 

I’m tellin’ me! 

Genesis, I believe that, I want to become that…. 

Just learn ~ to get out of the way, get into that flow. 

They’re keepin’ us too fuckin’ busy all the time…. 

So we have no time for Self. They teach us what? I don’t know. 

Then the Universe came around, jumped through my Star gate. 

Somewhere it resonates because it’s in the light. 

Sending back all the right ~ vibrations. 

By feeding it LOVE * it will be in Expansion 

Which way do you want to create it partner? 

Because you are generating It! Mr. & Mrs. Creation ~ 

“BE THAT LOVE THAT WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE”
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Distractions ~ Holding Up the Energy 

“I was a hippy before it became a dirty word,” to some it still is. 

Inspired like a Psychonautic to venture into the great unknown! 

He asked me if I was a therapist ~ be in frequency’s allowance 

We basically stay in the now and then ~ now ad infinitum 

Coming closer to our own essence. 

* 

Well Above the Law - Why? 

Hyped up Government for the Banksters by the Bangsters. 

Government of Fraudsters by the Fraudsters and Swindlers! 

The Federal Reserve, never been Audited! Where’s your balls? 

They hold the Emergency Powers at the Secretary of Treasury. 

We’ll tell you what exactly you will do, where is the collateral- 

damage on the debt you owe us? Throw ‘em all in the Coliseum. 

We the People, got well and Truly Fucked, came back for more ~ 

They were masquerading as part of the elected Government but.. 

Now we have an Imperial Cartel’s Organised Economic Collapse. 

$8.5 TRILLION has disappeared; Recession? No a F… Robbery! 

Didn’t know about the secret Prisons and arrests without Trial. 

Then there’s the Patriot Act’s Provision for covert Abductions! 

I can’t believe my eyes, endorsing the crimes of Bush & cohorts 

Ask yourself who owns this Global Franchise and finances it all! 

Who are these International Predatory illusuryers? The Real Deal 

* 

Raining People 

Couple in Love with 200 others hit Ground Zero in 10 secs/Flat! 

Loss & horror amplified the suffering! Went home with Trauma! 

He was Killed by a falling body! ‘Thud!’ 

“We have Hope because we have light” ‘Whack!’ 

“What was left of the flying gentleman in his brown suit 

after he landed on a Volkswagen beetle from the 111th floor?” 

343 firemen went up in smoke ~ living consciously in the now
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A Clandestine Murderer 

Smoking Guns, experts in an Infra-Red field; High value Target. 

Measuring his shadow against angle of the sun, right next door! 

In the name of National Security of the United States of America! 

Putting on his Bomb vest. Drone spies in real time from 50,000ft. 

Slaughtering their own animals, illiterate women and children. 

Didn’t want another martyr, burial consistent with Islamic Law ~ 

A digital trail, facial recognition uplinked to Forensics’ metadata. 

Inside Situation room, ‘We got him!’ Number 1 guy on the Planet. 

Children with suicide belts will kill you just as quick; Charlie mike! 

Muscle memory knowing how to make missiles cruise in the dark. 

Fire teams, let’s go explosives, Black hawk down! Under Radar. 

Perfect conditions for Stealth flying ~ Enforcer with a new skin. 

A War Super Hero ~ Blasted to bits in Afghanistan! Brrrrr Boom!! 

“We will smoke ‘em out of their holes Pardner” 

Fresh eyes on a night without moonlight. 

“Improve, Adapt, Overcome”  ‘Enemy Killed In Action’. 

Quintessential decisions ~ 

or another Elvis sighting! 

* 

The Sun Is Bliss 

He is the Space for my secret ~ 

I don’t mind ~ what’s happening, in the relativity… 

Forgot you are the subject * so distracted by the Object! 

You are the singularity ~ 

Allowing the in/div*iduality 

* 

Roma Nova Samba 

You’re not alone Natasha Nasha ~ “Let’s get lost!” 

Sita in the Cockpit singing sweet Leela Mantras. 

Becoming a Golden Pyramid 

Becoming Co*Creators to it ~ 

Becoming Crystal light beings
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His Father Was A Freudulent Priest 

“The duality is there to learn to discern”. Don’t be a Victim! 

We will have to lose all our Identifications to go through ~ 

You have to burn your self out ~ to transmute in the heart. 

Transcending sweet alchemy in allowing to Love yourself 

on many levels at the same time ~ in & out ~ up & down. 

Doesn’t mean you don’t engage with the 3rd dimension. 

Show us eternal in the internal drama. Go in the ONE ~ 

Put it out there ~ therefore it is. Nothing more to do; be 

As soon as you start planning you go out of the moment. 

Lots of gifts to see ~ everything in harmony, a melody of life. 

Enjoying each spontaneous moment in the Oneness feeling. 

It’s this Pleasure of living it ~ without the strong attachments. 

One party at a time 

* 

Bombay Sausage Factory 

“Let’s go to the Amazon ~” 

“I’ve seen it on the telly!” 

You can cry on my shoulder. 

“I just wanna wake up with someone who loves me”. 

Saying what you feel. 

* 

Galactic Organic 

Some Betel nut for Mr. Flyin’, smilin’ Kaleidos*cosmic Pan. 

He gets the nymphs; I think he did, full on Orgasmic entity. 

He’s of the old Paradigm shift ~ “let’s take a ride to Jupiter.” 

On that burning plane with an Intoxicated Pagan worshipper. 

Tossing all the elementals, juggling the stars in a Top hat. 

“Our universal birthright on Earth * as it is in Heaven” 

Thy Kingdom come
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Geisha Travels 

Pure of any kind of doubt. 

Ride it as a healing ~ Synergetic. 

Unlearning ALL Confusions. 

It’s the Teaching of becoming ~ 

Don’t need to hold the Structure Up. 

We fell together into a Crystal clear pool. 

No more Separation ~ dropping from the Cynicism. 

You’re in the right place and my name’s Sunbeam. 

Take her out on one of your special tours! 

* 

Repetitive Singularity 

“All the Karmic structures are no longer existing ~” 

“What kind of Reality do you want to give yourself?” 

Ascended Masters working through us ~ multi*dimensionally. 

Becoming our own Masters of non-duality ~ non-separateness. 

This is Right, this is wrong, this isn’t this, this is that, ad infinitum! 

Holding onto that frequency for a possible Framework ~ 

Watching the reflection of your Newest Awareness. 

You give this to Yourself ~ Your Freedom to Live It 

* 

My Dada Revolution 

Meditative ~ hallucinatory faculties discovering Yellow Islands. 

Met Magritte in a tunnel; the Master of dreams having visions, 

Imitating a call on a Lobster Telephone ~ to Angels of Anarchy 

Explorations of Instinct and your body; Is there any real Justice? 

Unlocked cypher languages of dance within psychedelic trance. 

Drips and splatter, Cosmic colour ~ fields of mystery awareness. 

Exhausted by HORRORS of Fascism, look at the world today! 

Is there anyone interested in Truth?
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Revolutionary Red Wave 

The Power of the Collective through the Internet vortices ~ 

Living by the sea is Meditation ~ using a crystal Peace metatron. 

“Turn on, Tune in, drop out” ~ Shape of the pulsating heartbeat. 

About as interesting as a Coconut to them! 

Throw away the keys and the lock! 

Opening up the Zeitgeist ~ 

“No they’re Not from Earth!” 

“You gave me the kiss of life” 

* 

‘The Little Pentagon’ 

Viewing a Model of the Peruvian Military Headquarters. Brutale! 

The building was notorious for Torture, Murders & Disappearances. 

Being supported by the Fujimori Presidency; where they living now? 

Ask any Latin American despots or Global organised dictatorships 

* 

God is a Label-Brand * Tribal Idol * Pervasive * Omniscient 

Had a word with Oneself, as you do. He Knows ~ Blob on! 

You don’t know until you go ~ Lots of Magic happening. 

“There are those who have done it without cheating ~” 

Use it don’t abuse it. Here the Police know every robber! 

They’ll kill you so you don’t make a complaint. One thing 

being killed over Jerusalem, another one for your flip flops! 

                                                       * 

No Feelings * No Sensations 

“This is the real Babylon just up the road, but he likes it!” 

Trained to Torture or Kill, Corrosive reality, going backwards 

in life; regression and pulling up the traumas and disbeliefs.. 

rotting in your sub conscious, directing you to another mess! 

Here’s the Perfect Heart, basking in sunshine above the abyss 

Gotta be right ~ isn’t it!
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Last Trance Saloon 

Everyone just wants to fuck! Falling into heavy lust. 

Head over heels in Love ~ “I like the windswept look” 

‘Happy hens make happy eggs which taste happier’ 

‘Give Peace a Chance’, Forgive your selfish, self-first! 

“It has no value to me; only to see someone else happy” 

Jewels sparkling by the sea ~ intense relaxation Lakshmi 

He is enchanted, it’s a NEW day, It’s a Pleasure 

* 

‘A Threat to Society!’ 

There are those at the Top causing all this war and disaster! 

No Compromising on their Imperialism’s National Security! 

Arrested him, got ten years for having two marijuana joints!! 

Turning the tide of Public opinion in his favour, “Set him Free!” 

“Thank you for that” being caught up in a horrible Political game. 

Needing their sacrifices! Need to keep Authority’s Hate Prog. up! 

Keep your mouth shut and just sing your songs, pay your Taxes! 

Not for someone with an Intellectual force behind their argument. 

Spotlight’s on his Amazing Power Potential ~ ‘What’s goin’ on?’ 

The Fuhrer still alive in his bunker on the brink of non-existence 

‘END THE WARS’ 

* 

Only Campaign Rhetoric 

What’s he really done? Starting with the TRUTH… 

Clones, taking the troops out to war, broken all his promises! 

Tell them you’ll give them PEACE, then blow them all to bits. 

Transparency only a sleight of hand, deception to get Votes! 

Made Pledges, won the Election; told them idiots to Fuck Off! 

Invested their Identity, belief & Faith in his cult of Personality. 

What did they teach you at school? Learnt any Extermination? 

How about FREEDOM OF THOUGHT, what are your rights?
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Be Rich in your giving. 

“He lives in a Parallel Universe” 

‘Be Nice Or Leave’ ~ ‘multi*jolliation’. 

‘Time waits for no man, woman or child’ 

“The sweetness of doing nothing” 

You can’t dance at every Party! 

“I’m a happy Dinosaur” 

* 

Child Custard 

The Dealer supplying the Addiction to FEAR, Feeding Power 

Big Test of Possessiveness, the lowest human trait, quality! 

“Can’t stay the night dad, mum said your house is haunted!” 

All about balance, better health, wellbeing, being in theta ~ 

A sacred Mulberry Tree swaying in tune with the full Moon. 

Understanding Love is here, we are Morphing ~ right NOW 

* 

Skunky Monkey 

‘The Mad Minute!’ ~ Stress and strain acting on my brain. 

The wrong empathy for life, does that make you a Fanatic? 

Take a trip to the Lily lake in Kashmir and ask the question. 

‘Truth is the first casualty of Politics’. ‘Death or Freedom?’ 

“I don’t smoke to get stoned I smoke to get high” 

“As High as ~ Absolutely, Unconditionally lovely” 

Never been presented like that before ~ It’s in its Expression. 

“I don’t shop, I look, I feel” 

With the music didn’t watch the matter ~ I’m here for real. 

Met Conspiracy Dave at the Grab Bar. “Is it all Illusury?” 

How you really living it mate, ‘the Proof of the Pudding ~ 

is in the eating’, in allowing the experience to become. 

If you put it in there ~ Consciously ~ the Keyword to 

Opening the door
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How do I get Wisdom 

From where do I get Wisdom 

Father 

How do I get Wisdom 

From where do I get Wisdom 

Mother 

‘It's ok to die’ 

* 

Unplugging that One 

How each breaks the light ~ 

Transmuting the frequencies to give & to receive. 

Can you hold it ~ or you won’t get it! 

You are It, the Recognition, trusting yourself. 

“Love is all around, love is what you are, here now” 

You are made out of Love with everything else. 

Just another Chakra, melting in with it. 

Transmute it or crack up baby. 

A good Love ~ helping each other. 

They got that smile Inside. 

Touching me with her rich generosity & Oneness ~ 

It gives them Power, it’s in the seeing/being of it, Live 

* 

Four Global Indexes 

Freedom, getting up and not knowing what the day will bring next. 

‘147 interconnected transnational corporations run this World’ 

Top 49 are banks and financial institutions, none initial producers. 

Who are the international Predatory usurers keeping us in debt? 

“Not enough Gold to go around.” Controlling whom by threats? 

Why not try using a bunch of Tulips like the good old days? 

Or sacks of ‘Manillas’, copper rings, like the bad old days! 

10 whip-lashes by law for any woman who drives a car. 

As a Focusing Lesson, say no more
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A Pair of Temples 

He raped & killed a schoolgirl on her way to school on her bike. 

Who committed that Act of Genocide, Financial War, is it You? 

Shot him right through the head, sliced her skull in half! Split it! 

Surviving on Normandy beaches then blown to bits in a Hedge! 

We’re not talkin’ about Tulips! It’s a Fascist, Children’s army! 

Wrong time, wrong place ~ a lot of horrendous War going on! 

Fueling Violence, horror, gore, monetising it into Entertainment! 

A heavy stream of monstrous casualties. Whose child were you? 

Tiger Tank shot a white hot shell through his skin, bled to death! 

Screaming his head off amongst the Carnage and Devastation. 

Ignited everything Inside! 

* 

Livin’ In Beauty 

‘To mingle is my jingle’ ~ that’s good. Rock On…. 

“Hey you got my mates poppin’ when they don’t Pop!” 

“You’re a Fuck Nut!” ‘You gotta be in the know to know’. 

Bring me that Sagittarian firefly ~ she turned your head! 

‘The truth is’ ~ “let them think that, if it keeps them happy!” 

Saw a Dolphin flip, Kangaroos as far as the eye could see. 

For Inspiration and beauty livin’ by a psychedelic coral sea. 

On a soft, pure crystalline ~ white powder beach, fabulous 

* 

When yu feelin’ it yu feelin’ it. 

In a bath of bliss with scented bubbles, 

little orbs kissing you, head to toe ~ 

Stick it in yu ear and light it up! 

Throw the picture, let them go. 

Open the Space ~ for it to happen… 

Dreams are back, saw some fantastic 

wildlife just outside the prison door. 

In a different wing ~ of the Asylum!
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Shakti Burger 

Crumbling Identities ~ Enjoy the moment. 

Quantums on the melting hologramic deck 

Transporter Room ~ ‘Pixels onto the Moon’. 

Losing Time ~ Space * Spontaneous healing 

“For sure it’s the beauty of your experience ~” 

Your shadow is your best teacher, my Psychedelic friend. 

Helping you detach ~ from the Mind; watch the Oneness. 

Take it in your soul ~ and let it run through you, all the way. 

New Crystals taking over ancient electro-magnetic paradigm. 

Allowing yourself to be freely eternal ~ no hindrances 

Only being here now ~ dancing in the Oneness. 

* 

Targeted Disappoint-Meant 

‘In order to know the true Union Consciously ~ 

we must experience the Illusion of Separation’ 

What’s Expectation’s Opposite? No Expectation. 

If you don’t go there in the first place ~ detached, 

can’t be disappointed, does this make any sense? 

“Don’t do anything with craving, feeling Expectation” 

Heart of Siddhartha Gautama, Heart of the Buddha. 

Heart of Life, Heart of a good person, human being. 

A point in the here & Now, respecting sacred cows 

Yeah, I can see your wings smiling Angel ~ Essence 

You got my attention, Ultimate trip giving*Birth*energy. 

Spiritual dimensions ~ “Please Pick me!” 

‘Sat Chit Ananda * Om Mani Padma Hum’ 

Inspirational Compassion, Universal Being. 

Love of a Mother from the Open heart ~ 

Coming up from the Sacred womb. 

No tragic, Pure Magic, True Joy
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Bene*Volent Stratosphere 

Orbital Friends in High places living close to our Blue Planet ~ 

Hairiest stuff, what amazing treasures left Baghdad’s museum? 

The Secret American dark Government, those telling you to Fire, 

push levers, press a button, pull a trigger, bow down, pray obey! 

Sittin’ in the desert watching a nuclear Mushroom cloud unfurl. 

The Majestik 12, yet another ‘Conspiracy theory’ becoming true! 

WHO; why was Black Africa injected for polio with Aids vaccines? 

Completely understanding now why this World is being destroyed. 

It makes sense!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! to something. 

* 

LET’S GO WITH LOVE 

Creating within your Self * Original Space ~ 

for Supraorbit*dimensional light Radiations. 

No more time to waste ~ No flame to waste 

on Anger, greed, confusion, self-indulgence, fear, 

egocentric self-delusion or frequencies of disease. 

True self is on the Spiral ~ turning * Reawakening * 

Look within Yourself, ‘In a Cosmos not of the World’ 

Agreement to go through Turmoil and difficulties 

as an Altruistic Sacrifice for Higher purposes ~ 

To serve ~ brings glimpses of ‘Cosmic Memory’ 

Open Your eyes, open your heart, open your Mind 

open your true Conscious, open y/our Divine Love. 

Raising ourselves and the Plane’s Vibrational fields  

to Higher Consciousness ~ 5th Dimension of Spiritual 

Crystalline multi*Universal beings, lovingly accepting 

Ourselves ~ Ends our Denial and Guilt trips, merge ~ 

into the Highest Octave, possible by simply ~ being. 

Illuminating All with eep Joy and Profound Peace. 

“Because We Care”
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In the World not of the World * Rama Lila 

Motive to be Spiritual, practice non-materialism Ideal.  

The Annunciation of Love and Compassion ~ 

Not fake, false, Propaganda, but Truth, that which is Real. 

My own experience ~ Navratri, ‘what is that Really worth 

in this celebrity, Ego World?’ This Intuitive Knowledge ~ 

of unequivocal suffering and its Cessation of suffering. 

Remove the Suffering, Remove the Untruths… 

Remove the Craving, Remove the Propaganda 

is the Cure. Dhamma’s path is the Remedy. 

The Awakened One’s ~ Proclamations 

Buddha’s dispensation ~ ‘Sasana’ 

Possessed of the Meaning, True, Perfect Perfection 

Affecting the ‘MENTAL LIFE’ of Humankind ~ 

Full Moon Wisdom ~ that discerns the Virtuous. 

What is good conduct? Certainly not brainwashing 

* 

Sujata’s Junket 

The compassion of the Great Renunciation 

‘Subdue the body, set the Mind free ~ 

to Liberation’ found to be untrue. Abundantly 

clear, close to death not Enlightenment, Nibbana! 

“May your aspirations be crowned with success” 

By a Bodhi tree on the banks of Neranjara at Gaya. 

No more becoming, end of all cravings, distortions ~ 

aversions, delusions, illusions. Her natural inspiration. 

Great healer, embodiment of compassion and wisdom. 

No more Bondage, but Self-realization ~ Self Awareness 

done by oneself, purifying the mind to cruise Cosmically ~ 

“born in the World as a lotus in the water * grew up, 

lives in the world ~ has transcended the world 

and lives Untouched by the World”
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Radiant Geometric Patterns 

Homosapien start imitating what ~ behavioural ‘Development’? 

Psychic Vibrations; unwanted Codex foods, they’re Not holistic. 

Being embedded, toxic Pollution is Separation - the Whole thing 

is needed, especially as it is all Medicine for the Divine spirit ~ 

That’s business eg. take the Wheat market, disease has 

a certain frequency ~ good Radionic flakes for breakfast. 

Ideal of effecting inside too, smart, Healthy Radar of an 

Organic cereal. Start Imitating What? Propaganda Now 

resolving, the Final Puzzle. Bullshit Coke is not a Joke! 

* 

U 

...Just a part of it ~ going around 

(danger) praying for an answer, becoming 

Time ~ by you ~ river torrent ~ exhausted ~ 

A GREENHOUSE FOR MY SEEDS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 

(latent) by you (a Karmic Lover) happens. 

Cloudbursts in the abdomen, freaking out, disconnection. 

Fearful Octopus, raging dogs, sharks, wriggling Serpents, 

howling at the moon dear ~ 

Dark angel Transmissions! 

* 

The Last Thatch 

‘The Psychopathic King in the High Tower’ 

Travellers protesting to the High court ~ 

Living on a scrapheap in the green belt 

without the right planning permission. 

Waiting for the Bailiffs 

Bulldozers at Dawn!
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‘Arunta’ 

as you pass ~ 

over the land into 

the dream ~ time of the Ancestors. 

Between Consciousness & Matter 

Psycho ~ historical mapping 

of the ‘Culture’ 

Yang loving Yin 

* 

Delphina 

You can work it out Intellectually 

for revelations of liberty ~ 

into Mother Earth’s Cosmic womb 

Channelling Angel voices 

Exploding Stars and sonnets 

A genius with the face of Krishna 

combining telepathy of orgasmic true lovers 

clairvoyance of her searching kisses ~ 

Not a word sweetheart ~ “this is Not a Dream” 

* 

Nibbana Om * Jhana Banana 

Foc*us-Para ^ dime shifting, Art balances ~ 

& codes of Abstraction * in dhamma’s star seeds. 

Radiant galactic rays, light fields fulfilling sunny days ~ 

and nights in your trips to shimmering Golden pyramids 

Emerald forests, Turquoise seas, Sacred Celebrations. 

Open hearts embracing on the divine Roller Coaster ~ 

Spirit * time dimension energy, Intuitive belief IS Real. 

Opening your eyes through the bounteous highest Chakra. 

A mantra, “Always lookin’ on the bright side of life, do do.” 

‘Sai Baba’s message, ‘Love All and be kind to All because 

I live & exist in All’
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Honey Pie 

Bathing in female energy ~ transmuting, Opening Up 

like a Pumpkin! Relativity, You can break out of it. 

Being ~ Nothing more, nothing less, real quality. 

No duality ~ Equally, respected for her choices. 

“I think therefore I AM” * “I AM therefore I think” 

All Imagination! Your Inspiration go out of Illusion. 

Nothing Is permanent ~ setting the energies free 

Playing in the bath with smiley plastic ducks ~ 

Learning to Trust again ~ “We Are All In One” 

 * 

40,000 Stars * Falling Slow 

“I knew I would be safe to let you go ~” 

Pulling us through the 5th Dimensional. 

Riding the frequency with less density 

Getting more into our own feelings ~ 

Thought patterns of conditioning, letting it go. 

Into Synchronicity with a girl from New York City! 

She was in a jungle in Iceland, she brought me a Psyche ~ 

delic Reindeer, and if you could find an unexpected Shaman! 

“I was on the way to Bubbles” The Star gate is always Open ~ 

“Need the quality of energy to play Chopin” 

Responding to the Love from Up. 

Taking in the Cosmic energy ~ 

On the last naked caravan 

* 

Sadhguru 

“Life becomes beautiful when you are willing 

to give it all and you don't care what you get” 

Free from any state of mind ~ mixing it all together 

Radiating * magical labours of Love * Happy days 
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About Sunny Jetsun 

Inspired by the sixties, Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.  

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~  

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, “Turn on, tune in, drop out” 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy * energy & Space. 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 33 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past sixteen years 

in Goa, India, inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 

 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


